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ARTICLE I: AGREEMENT 
This is a Contract made and entered into this 9th day of December, 1997, between the ABC 
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, LOCAL #2317, CALIFORNIA FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS/AFL-C10 (hereinafter referred to as "Union") and the 
ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT (hereinafter referred to as •District''), This Contract constitutes 
a bilateral and binding agreement and shall remain in full force and effect through Jiine 30, 2000. 
ARTICLE II : RECOGNITION 
The District recognizes the Union as the exclusive representative for the purposes of the 
Educational Employees Relations Act for employees. 
A. InchfEtona: 
Specifically included in recognition are those certificated employees who are not managers, 
supervisors, or confidential including, but not limited to employees in the following classifications: 
Ttie Aflflropriata Unit; 
Regular Full-time Teachers 
Regular Part-time Teachers 
Regular Part-time Hourly Teachers 
Regular Full-time Adult Education Teachers 
Regular Part-time Aduft Education Teachers 
Nurses 
Administrative Interns 
Independent Study Teachers 
Interns 
Library/Media Resource Teacher 
Temporary Teachers on Contract 
Regular Full-time Head Start, Child Development Program Teachers arKJ 
Extended Day Care Teachers 
Regular Part-time Head Start, Child Development Program Teachers and 
Extended Day Care Teachers 
District Music Teachers 
GATE Teachers 
Bilingual Specialists 
Special Education Teachers: 
Adapted Physical Education Specialists 
Communicatively Handicapped Specialists (SDL) 
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Specialists 
Learning Handicapped Specialists {SDC, E1P) 
Severely Handicapped Specialists [TMHJ 
Special Education Resource SperiaPsts 
Speech and Language Specialists 
Visually Handicapped Specialists 
State, FederaHy Funded, and Special Program Teachers 
Unit members on leave of absence 
Specifically excluded from recognition are those employees who are management, 
supervisory, or confidential including, but not Jimited to employees in the following 
classifications: 
JflgggflgftSgj Employees 
Assistant Principal-Middle School 
Assistant Principal/Guidance Services-Continuation High School 
Coordinator-Child Welfare and Attendance 
Coordinator-Special Programs and Services 
Guidance Administrator 
Psychologist 
Assistant Principal-Adult Education 
Assistant Principal-High School 
Director-Special Projects & Services 
Supervisor-Special Education/Guidance Services 
Supervisor-Special Programs and Services (GATE/Extended Day Care/Head Start/ 
Children's Center} 
Principal-Elementary School 
Principal-Middle School 
Prindpal-Tracy Continuation High School 
Principal-Adult Education 
Principal-High School 
Director-Curriculum/lnstruction & Schools 
Director-Pupil Support Services 
Director-Technology: Curriculum, Instruction & Staff Development 
Assistant Superintendent-Educational Services 
Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources 
Superintendent 
C. Any additional positions added to the District will be Included in the Recognition Article 
through Memoranda of Agreement. 
ARTICLE t i l : DEFINITIONS 
1 . "Adjunct duties" are mutuaDy determined professional responsibilities. (Article VIII, 
A. r page 14} 
2 . "Binding arbitration" is the resolution of disagreement by a third party whose 
decision will be legally binding on both parties* (Article XVII, page 50, D~3.d.4) 
3. 'Board of Education" or "Board" refers to the duly elected governing body of the 
ABC Unified School District, (throughout) 
4 . A "day" is a day when the District's central office is open for business. 
(throughout) 
5. "District* refers to the ABC Unified School District, (throughout) 
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6. "Duty day" is the instructional day, a minimum 30-minute duty-free lunch, a 
pre-class duty period, recesses, snack, and adjunct duties. (Article VUI, page 15. 
B.) 
7. "Full-Time Adult Education Unit Member." Thirty-six (36) hours per week shall be 
considered a fulMime assignment in the Adult Education Program. Hours assigned 
over 36 will be considered an extra-pay assignment. (Article XVIII, page 50. B.I.) 
8. A "Grievance" Is an allegation that there has been a violation, misinterpretation, or 
misapplication of the specific provisions of this contract. {Article XVII, page 47, 
A.1.J 
9. A "grievant" may be any party covered by the terms of this agreement. 
Article XVH. page 47, A.2.J 
10. An "immediate supervisor" is the management employee having the first line 
jurisdiction over the unit member, (throughout! 
1 1 . "Instructional day* is the total number of minutes spent in the performance of 
instructional duties. (Article Vl l l , page 16, C.} 
12. "Involuntary transfers" are Initiated by the District. (Article XIII, page 33, A.2.) 
13. A "Leave of Absence" is an authorization for a unit member t o be absent from duty 
for an approved purpose and generally for a specific period of time. (Artide XIX, 
page 55) 
14. A "minimum day" is a 240-mlnute Instructional day- (Article VJI1, page 16, C.1.) 
15. "Mutual determination agreement" (meaningful involvement) is agreement reached 
by a unit member and an administrator after each party has given consideration to 
and reacted to the proposal of the other. Such cooperation must be evidenced by 
realistic adjustments In the original positions of both parties. Should disagreement 
remain after all efforts to reach mutual determination have been exhausted, the 
administrator shall have the final determination, (throughout) 
16. "Negotiate in good faith" refers to a sincere and honest effort on the part of each 
party to reach bilateral agreement, (throughout) 
17. "Non-status Adult Education Unit Member (Temporary),' Any person who is 
employed to teach Adult Education classes for not more than 60 percent of the 
hours per week considered a full-time assignment in Adult Education, shall be 
classified as a non-status Adult Education unit member. {Article XVIII, page 5 1 , 
B.3.) 
16. "OSHA" is Occupational Safety and Health Act. (Article XII, page 35, A.) 
19. "Reopeners" is the provision under which parties will resume negotiations. 
(Article XXV, page 881 
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20. "Seniority" is established by the District in accordance with Sections 44844 and 
44S45 of the Education Code and is delineated fn Board Regulation 4 1 1 6 . 1 . 
(throughout) 
2 1 . A 'shortened day" is a 260-minute instructional day-
22. "Status Adult Education Unit Member" (probationary or permanent). Any person 
who is employed to teach Adult Education classes for more than 60 percent of the 
hours per week considered a full-time assignment in Adult Education shall be 
classified as a status adult education unit member- (Article XVJ1I, page 50 r 8.2.) 
23~ "Union* refers to the ABC Federation of Teachers, Local #2317, California 
Federation of Teachers, American Federation of Teachers/AFL-CIO, the exclusive 
representative of the certificated unit members of the District, (throughout) 
24 . A "unit member" Is a certificated employee who is a member of the appropriate 
unit as defined in Article It: Recognition, (throughout} 
25. "Voluntary transfers" are initiated at the request of a unit member. (Article XIII, 
page 37, A,I.J 
ARTICLE )V: UMOH RIGHTS 
A. The Union may use District facilities subject to the following conditions: 
1. The Union may use District facilities upon proper completion and submission of an 
application and agreement for Use of School Facilities (Civic Center Act Form}. The 
Union agrees to comply with the District rules and regulations governing use of 
school facUities, 
B. The Union shall have the right to post notices on bulletin boards or portions of bulletin 
boards, of reasonable size. These bulletin boards will be for the exclusive use of the Union 
and will be in areas frequented by unit members and will be easily accessible. The Union 
shall also have the right to put messages on or by sign-in sheets. 
C. The Union may use the District mail service to the extent permitted by law, and unit 
member mail boxes for written communications. 
D. Representatives of the Union may make short announcements at faculty/staff meetings as 
scheduled by the site administrator. 
E. Site administrators will provide an opportunity for monthly meetings with the Union 
building representative at a mutually determined time. 
F. Authorized representatives of the Union shall be permitted to transact official business with 
site unit members on school property as long as said business is carried out during 
non-duty hours of unit members. Such contact with unit members on school premises 
must only occur before school, during the lunch period, at recesses, non-duty periods, 
snack periods, or after school. Union representatives shall not in any way interfere with 
instructional programs or classroom activities. 
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G. Authorized representatives of the Union must check in with the site administrator (or 
designee of the site administrator e.g.: secretary) before contacting unit members on the 
premises of the school or District building* 
H. All Union communications shall be submitted to the Superintendent lor designee) and to 
site administrators at the time of the entrance of such communications into the District 
mail system. 
I. The District Shall provide the Union with two (2) copies of the Board agenda and back-up 
materials for each Board meeting, exclusive of executive session materials. These 
materials will be made available at the same time as they are to the members of the Board 
of Education-
J . Updated names, addresses, telephone numbers, and sites of unit members shall be 
provided to the Union at the end of each of the first three quarters. Mailing labels shaB 
also be provided to the Union by June of each schoo! year. The parties agree that the 
release of addresses and telephone numbers shall occur unless unit members provide 
written requests not to release this information. 
K. A unit member may be represented by the Union in the unit member's employment 
relationship with the District. Such representation may include but not be limited to such 
matters that affect his/her continued employment reJationship with the District at times 
when disciplinary action is contemplated or when the unit member Is reviewing his/her 
personnel file-
L. The District shall provide an intradistrict telephone extension in the Union office. The 
Union's telephone numbers shall be included in the District telephone directory, 
M. Upon request, the District shall grant the Union a one semester or full school year unpaid 
leave of absence. 
N. The Union shall be entitled to forty-five (46) days of release time each school year covered 
by this Contract for use by the Union President or other Union representatives designated 
by the President for Union business or processing grievances. The Union may purchase 
additional days of release time for Union business at the cost of the involved unit member's 
substitute. (Unit members shall not be released for a time period of less than one-half day 
unless mutually agreed to by the Union and the Assistant Superintendent-Human 
Resources.) The Union shall make a written request to the Superintendent (or designee} 
at least one (1) day prior to the date of the requested release t ime. 
0 . The District shall provide to the Union office/appropriate representative information, board 
policies, minutes, statistics, records, etc., relevant to negotiations or necessary for proper 
enforcement of the terms of this contract. Excluded from this provision shall be 
inter-office memos between administrators* memos affecting a single unit member, memos 
which speak exclusively to the enforcement of existing policies, and other information. 
disclosure of which is prohibited under the law. 
P. The Union reserves the right to recommend the unit members who will serve on District 
committees. 
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0 . The District and the LPnion agree to meet when requested by either party for the purpose 
Of consulting on the educational objectives of the District, content of curriculum, selection 
Of textbooks, and any other mutuafly agreed upon subjects. 
R, Volunteer Deductions 
1 - The District will deduct from the pay of Union members, and pay to the Union, 
membership dues in the Union as voluntarily authorized by unit members subject 
to the following conditions: 
a. Volunteer deductions shall be made only upon submission by the Union to 
the District of an authorization card duly completed by the unit member. 
b- Authorization cards for volunteer deductions received on or before the 10th 
of the month wiH be effective for the month in which it has been received, 
Authorization cards for volunteer deductions received after the 10th of the 
month will be made effective for the month following the one for which it 
has been received. 
c. Authorization for volunteer deductions win continue in effect unless revoked 
In writing by the unit member and submitted to the Union- The Union wlU 
immediately notify the District of such revocation. 
d. The District will deduct one-tenth (1/1 Oth) of the annual Union voluntary 
deductions from the salary warrant of members of the Union for each 
month for aB authorizations unless authorization is revoked in writing. 
2. The District shall monthly remit the voluntary deductions for Union membership 
along with an alphabetical list of unit members for whom such deductions have 
been made to the ABC Federation of Teachers, Local #2317, P. 0 . Box 240, 
Artesia, California 90701 . 
3- Union members who currently have authorization cards on file for payroll volunteer 
deductions need not be resoliclted. 
4 . Union volunteer deductions, upon formal written request from the Union to the 
Superintendent (or designee), shall be increased or decreased without resolicitaiion 
and authorization from the members of the Union." 
5. If litigation should be brought against the District, Board of Education and/or the 
Board's agents regarding authorization and/or revoking volunteer deductions, the 
Union agrees to save and hold harmless the District, Board of Education and/or the 
Board's agents from any and all costs including reasonable attorneys' fees and 
other costs related to the suit. 
6. Fajr ghare Omarfcatronfll Security Arrangement. 
a. ATI unit members, as a condition of continuing employment, shall either pay 
dues or a representation fee to the ABCFT. In no case shall the 
representation fee be greater than periodic dues and general assessments 
of the Union. Dues and or fees shall commence no later than thirty (30) 
calendar days from the date of hire or within thirty 0 0 } calendar days of 
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certification of the fair share election, whichever comes later. The Union 
will furnish the employer with any information needed to fulfill the 
provisions of this section. 
b. The employer shall, m lieu of dismissing a unit member who refuses to pay 
or sign a dues or service fee deduction authorization form, exercise its right 
to automatically deduct the amount of the service fee under the provisions 
of the Education Code Section 45061 -
c. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, any non-member who 
is a member of a religious body whose traditional tenants or teachings 
include objections to joining or financially supporting employee organizations 
shall not be required to join, maintain membership in, or financially support 
any employees' organization as a condition of employment; except that 
such employee is required, fan lieu of paying a representational fee, to pay 
an amount equal to the representational fee of the Union to one of the 
following charitable organizations exempt from taxation under Section 501 
4c) (3) of Title 26 Internal Revenue Code. The organizations are: ABC 
Dental Clinic, Su Casa and ABCFT/ABC Scholarship Fond. 
d. The parties may request proof of such payments on an annual basis as a 
condition of continued exemption from paying the representation fee to the 
ABCFT. 
e. The Union agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the District against any 
and all liabilities, demands, lawsuits, claims, or actions which may be 
brought against said District or District Board of Education, Individually or 
collectively, its officers, employees, and agents, including, but not limited 
to. reimbursement for aH costs, expenses, fees, settlements, and 
judgments, and providing an effective defense on behalf of the District 
against any and all lawsuits or other proceedings arising out of and in 
connection with this Article, 
AFTTICLE V: ACADEMIC FREEDOM RIGHTS OF CITIZENSHIP 
A. The District and the Union mutually confirm their commitment to and compliance with 
District policy relating to professional rights and academic freedom. 
B. With respect to professional employment (except for reasons relating to affirmative action), 
membership or non-membership in any employee organization, racial or ethnic background, 
sex, age, physical handicap, color, creed, national origin, political effiDation, sexual 
preference, and marital status of any unit member shall not be a factor In the hiring, 
retention, dismissal, assignment, or evaluation of any employee, nor shall the above be 
grounds for disciplinary action. Unit members shall be entitled to full rights of citizenship. 
C. Professional differences of opinion between unit members and administrators over school 
or district policies and their Interpretations are normal and at times to be expected; such 
differences shall not result in the mistreatment or disciplining of the unit members. 
D. No electronic or mechanical surveillance shall take place without mutual consent. 
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E. No unit member may be reassigned or disciplined based on relevant allegations of 
misconduct or incompetency prior to discussion with the appropriate site/program 
administrator. The unit member has the option of appealing the site/program 
administrator's decision to a mutually acceptable management representative. If no 
management representative is mutually acceptable, then the unit member may appeal to 
the Superintendent. The appeal must be filed within five (5> days of the decision rendered 
by the site/program administrator' 
ARTICLE VI: DISTRICT RIGHTS/WA^AGEMEMT RIGHTS 
A. It is understood and agreed that the District retains all of its powers and authority to direct, 
manage, and control to the full extent of the law. Included In those duties and powers are 
the following exclusive rights: 
1. Determine its organization; 
2. Direct the work of Its employees; 
3. Determine the times and hours of operation; 
4. Determine the kinds and levels of service to be provided, and the methods and 
means of providing them; 
5. Establish its educational policies, goats, and objectives; 
6. Insure the rights and educational opportunities of students; 
7. Determine staffing patterns; 
8. Determine whether, when, and where there is a job opening; 
9. Maintain the efficiency of District operations; 
10. Determine the curriculum after receiving Input from the affected unit members 
unless impossible; 
11. Build* move, or modify facilities; 
12. Establish budget procedures and determine budgetary allocations; 
13- Determine the methods of raising revenue; 
14. Contract out work (with the exclusion of classroom instruction}; 
15. Administer all employee health and benefit plans, including the selection of af| 
carriers of health and benefit plans, and the manner and method of funding such 
plans. Such action will be taken with the full consultation of the Union et each 
step of the process; 
16. To utilize personnel not covered by this Contract, including but not limited to 
substitutes, casuals, provisional personnel, consultants, supervisory or managerial 
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personnel, to do work which is normally done by employees covered hereby, who 
are temporarily unable to perform such work and the methods of selection and 
assignment of such personnel, 
17. To hire, classify, transfer, assign, evaluate, promote, terminate, and discipline 
employees. 
5- The exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authority, duties and responsibilities by the 
District, the adoption of policies, rules, regulations and practices in furtherance thereof 
and the use of judgment and discretion in connection therewith shall be limited only by the 
specific and express terms of this Contract and then only to the extern such specific and 
express terms are in conformance with law. it is not the intention of the District, In setting 
forth the foregoing rights of management, to detract or diminish in any way the rights of 
unit members or the Union as set forth in this Contract. Furthermore, it is the intention of 
the District to seek Input from affected unit members and the Union whenever possible. 
C The District retains its right to suspend the provisions of this Contract in cases of 
emergency for the duration of the emergency. The determination of whether or not an 
emergency exists is solely within the discretion of the District- When an emergency is 
called, the District wlfl notify the Union of the reasons for the emergency, the expected 
duration of the emergency, and the specific articles of Contract that are suspended by the 
emergency. An emergency is a natural catastrophe. 
A. 1. The number of duty days for unit members for each year of this contract shall be 
164 days unless otherwise negotiated through Reopeners. 
2, The scheduling of duty days for unit members for the school year shall be 
distributed in a timely fashion. 
3. A separate calendar will be defined for all unit members in AduJt Education, 
Children's Center, Head Stan, and Infant Center- These calendars will be issued 
by June 1, will be tentative, and shall contain such modifications as will have been 
made no Jater than September 1. 
5. School Orierrtatfon/Preaamtion Days 
1. During the orientation/preparation days unit members may be scheduled for five (5) 
hours of general faculty meetings by their immediate supervisor. 
2. The Union shall not schedule Union meetings for unit members from 3:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. while unit members are on specific, assigned duties on 
orientation/preparation days listed on the duty day school calendars' On the 
opening day for unit members, the site administrator shall grant to the Union thirty 
(30) minutes for a meeting at the conclusion of the first faculty meeting. 
3. Preparation days' activities may include the following: 
a. Room preparation for the opening day of school. 
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b. Review of opening day procedures, attendance accounting, and disciplinary 
procedures, etc. 
c. Participation in school, department, grade level, team, or curriculum 
development meetings* 
d- Other tasks listed in the unit member's Job description, as applicable. 
4. Unit members will have access to their assigned schools/work locations no later 
than the first district working day in September for room preparation and other 
matters related to the opening of school. The District will make every effort to 
complete maintenance work by the first of September. 
Student-Fnta Davs 
1 . An elementary student-free day shall be held on the Wednesday before 
Thanksgiving. No meetings shall be held on this day. 
2. On the secondary level, the last day of the first semester shall be student-free. The 
District (site administrators) may use t w o (2) hours for inservices end planning for 
the second samester. Unit members may use the remainder of the day to work on 
other professional activities relating to their assignments. 
3. The last day of each school year shall be student-free for all unit members. It shall 
be free of required meetings so that unit members may complete year-end activities 
and responsibilities. 
Hemantarv Reporting Tanes 
1. Grao'ea Out 
Dates will be listed with each duty day calendar. 
2 . Parent Conferences 
a. There shall be ten (10) minimum days provided each year for elementary 
parent conferences unless mutually agreed to in writ ing between the site 
administrator and 75 percent of the affected site members- This can only 
be achieved by adding minutes to the duty day and banking the additional 
minutes. The required minimum number of State teaching minutes must be 
maintained. 
b. Teachers will use their best efforts to attempt to meet with all parents. 
3. Mgptfna-Fre? Wednwdavs for conferencing or other professional responsibiEties 
shall be scheduled with the yearly calendar. 
Secondary Reporting Times 
At the end of the first three quarters, secondary teachers have until the end of their 
instructional day on the following Monday t o turn in their grades. 
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A t the end of the school year, grades for middle school students and failing grades for high 
school seniors must be determined and recorded by the Friday prior to the unit member's 
last week of the year. AD other grades are due at the end of the last working day of the 
year, 
F. Article VII A . I , A .2 , B . I , B.2, B.3, B,4, C and D do not apply to Adult Education, 
Children's Center, Head Start and Infant Center. 
ARTICLE VIII: DUTY PAY 
A, A^unc t Putte* 
1 . Unit members shall be responsible for a list of typical adjunct duties to be 
performed at the site as mutually determined by the principal and the unit member 
and listed in the Stull Bill. Unit members will also be expected to comply with any 
reasonable administrative request to meet emergency situations. 
2 . No unit member shall be required to perform translating duties or to substitute for 
another unit member. Unit members who agree to substitute shall reserve 
additional hourly pay compensation. 
3. Assignments of adjunct duties shall be carried out in a fair and equitable manner 
at each site. 
4 . Site administrators shall give unit members advance notice in making adjunct duty 
assignments and shall consider volunteers, if available, when making such 
assignments. 
5. Consistent with i ts statutory obligation under Government Code Section 825 , the 
District agrees to defend and indemnify unit members from lability based on acts 
or omissions occurring within the scope of employment, including acts or omissions 
occurring whife the unit members are supervising school parking lots, 
5. Dy^y Day 
1. The duty day for regular teachers will begin 30 minutes for secondary teachers and 
10 minutes for elementary teachers before the start of their instructional day as 
defined by their immediate supervisor. 
2- The duty day for junior high and high school librarians, media specialists, and other 
non-classroom unit members shall be the same as regular teachers, 
3. The duty day for nurses shall be seven (7) hours per day exclusive of a 30-minute, 
duty-free lunch period. In emergency situations the nurses' lunch period will be 
rescheduled. 
4 . The duty day for Children's Center teaching personnel shall be eight 48) hours per 
day inclusive of a working lunch period to be scheduled by the unit members' 
immediate supervisor. 
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5. The duty day for Head Stan teachers shall be 6-1/2 hours per day inclusive of a 
working lunch period to be scheduled by the unit members' immediate supervisor. 
6. Unit members shall be entitled to a 30-minute, duty-free lunch period exclusive of 
time passing to and from their classrooms. 
7. In developing a schedule of classes, the site administrator shall provide each unit 
member with at least one (1) physical relief break within each three (3}-hour block 
of time. 
8. The site administrator and school site unit members are encouraged to have a staff 
meeting t o explore schedule changes that would provide the flexibility of using 
minimum days to meet staff needs throughout the school year (i.e. first day, last 
day. Open House, staff meeting days, etc,). Minimum days can onfy be achieved 
by adding minutes to the duty day and banking the additional minutes. Mutual 
agreement in writing between the site administrator and 75 percent of affected site 
members would be necessary- The required minimum number of State teaching 
minutes must be maintained, 
9 . The site administrator may adjust an individual unit member's starting and/or ending 
time provided the number of hours for the particular unit member remains 
consistent with those of other unit members. 
10. On days when unit members are scheduled to be on duty, but pupils are not 
scheduled to be present for the day, the school-based assignment shall be seven 
(7} hours inclusive of the lunch period. 
1 1 . Unit members shall be permitted to leave their wort: sites during non-duty time. 
12. Unit members shall be required to check in and check out whenever they arrive at 
or leave the school site. 
13. Elementary Staff Meetings 
a. Principals will be allowed four {4) hours per month for staff meetings. 
These meetings shall be concluded sixty (60) minutes from their starting 
time, 
If a principal feels that a meeting may extend beyond the length of the 
allotted time, s/he should notify the teachers on his/her staff by Monday of 
the week when the meeting will be extended. 
b. Double meetings Shall last no longer than one hour and forty-five minutes 
from their starting time. 
C. Instructional Day 
1 . The Instructional day for elementary teachers shall be 300 minutes. Minimum days 
shall be 240 minutes. 
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a. Each elementary and site-assigned special class teacher shall be provided 
at least 30 minutes of preparation time per week, unless 75 percent of the 
affected teachers at a given school site vote to have less t'me. 
t>. Preparation time shall be used for class preparation, staff planning, parent 
conferences, and other instructionally related activities as deemed 
appropriate by the school administrator in consultation with each unit 
member. 
2. Unless another schedule is mutually agreed to in writing between the site 
administrator and 75 percent of the affected site unit members, the instructional 
day for middle school teachers shall be five (5) 50-minute classes and a 50-minute 
duty-free period scheduled over a six (6) period day, plus a ten {10) minute 
homeroom and five (5) five-minute passing periods. 
3 Unless mutually agreed to in writing between the site administrator arid 75 percent 
of the affected site unit members, the instructional day for senior high teachers 
shall be five 15) 55-minute classes and a 55-minute duty-free period scheduled over 
a six {6) period day, phis a five (5) minute homeroom and five (S} five-minute 
passing periods. 
4- The instructional time for Tracy High School teachers shall be 266 minutes, 
5. The instructional day tQf itinerant special education teachers shall be 290 minutes 
a day (averaged over a week) inclusive of travel time. 
6. The assignment of duly-free periods shall be carried out in a fair and equitable 
manner. 
AKUCIB IX: CLASS $IZE/CASE LOAD 
A. gtaffmg 
1, The District shall maintain the following staffing ratios and formulas for the 
allocation of teacher positions to schools: 
Elementary 
Rilinfii ial K*R 
Mirlrflfl * t f ionl 
Hioh School 
Continuation Hinh RrnOOt 
Allocation of ' Student 
Twifther Positions per _ A P A — 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
29.4 
29.4 
31 
31 
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a. If the application of the above ratios results in a fraction of 1/2 or more, 
then an additional teacher position shall be allocated, 
b. Librarians, media specialists, nurses, and special education teachers shall 
not be utilized in the computation or application of the above staffing ratios 
or formulas. 
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FORMULAS 
Projection + g9.4 = ? - rounded to nearest whole FTE 
t 
Staffing Ratio 
Example: 623 + 29.4 = 21,19 = 21 FTE 
Middle school: 
Projection X .93 X 6 + 31 + 5 = 7 - rounded to nearest whole FTE 
I I * * 
ADA% # periods staffinflsections 
for each ratio per FTE 
student 
Example: 540 X .98 = X 6 - 3175-2 5 + 31 * 102.4 •*• 5 = 20.48 = 20 FTE 
High School: 
(A) Basic: 
Projection X .96 + 31 = ? - rounded to nearest whole FTE 
ADA% staffing ratio 
IB) 6th Period: 
Projection X 7 + 3 1 = •*• 5 = ? = rounded to nearest 0.2 FTE 
1 t t 
% students staffing sections/FTE 
6th period ratio 
Oct 15 prior 
year 
(C) Freshman: 
Freshman X -004 = 
FTE + 6th period + freshman - total FTE 
2. When requested, site administrators shall discuss and attempt to resolve the 
concerns of unit members relating to class size. 
3. When a combination class becomes necessary, the affected unit members will be 
directly involved in the selection and/or placement of the students in such classes. 
4 . The parties agree that the varying nature of the instructional program, design of 
facilities, and desirability Of large group instruction in some subjects necessarily 
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requires a flexible approach in assigning teachers to. serve a given number of 
students. Every effort wilf be made to maintain balanced classes. 
B. Class Maximums 
1. Class size for kindergarten shall be a maximum of 32 . crass size for grades 1-3 
shall be a maximum of 30, Class size for grades 4-6 shali be a maximum of 32. 
2 . Teacher-student enrollment at the secondary Jevel which exceed the established 
ratio for grades 7-12 shall not exceed the following maximum enrollment sizes: 
TOTAL INDIVIDUAL 
MAXIMUM CLASS 
MAXIMUM 
Remedial Reading - 125 
English - 1 6 5 33 
Social Science, International 
Language, Math and Science - 175 35 
Regular Physical Education - 240 51 
{5 periods} 
a. The above maximum for regular physical education classes shall exclude all 
students in athletic physical education classes taken for credit. 
b. Total enrollment maximums for each subject for those unit members 
teaching fewer than five (5) sections shall be proportional amounts of the 
total maximum enrollments listed above. 
3. The ratio to determine grades 7-8 bilingual class size will be 1:29 but not exceed 
30 maximum enrollment for grades K-8. 
a. When a bilingual class exceeds 30 students, the teacher and/or principal 
has the option of immediately obtaining a substitute to assist the bilingual 
teacher, 
b. When a bilingual combination class becomes necessary- every attempt will 
be made to maintain a lower maximum enrollment. The affected unit 
member(s) will be directly involved in the selection and/or placement of the 
students in such classes, 
c. All Identified LEP/SDC students will count £5 2,0 students in determining 
class size in all bilingual K-8 classes. 
4 . The number of students assigned to any one class shall not exceed the number of 
student work stations that can be safely utilized &s mutually determined by the unit 
member and site administrator. 
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5- Special Education maximums shall be as follows: 
IAJ 
(K-3 * 12 
Learning Handicapped Special Day Class (SDC) {4-6 - 16 
(7-12 = 18 
Communicatively Handfcapped-Aphasifl/Sevefe (K-3 = 9 
Disorders of Language (SDL) (4-6 - 12 
(7-12 = 16 
Severely Handicapped-Trainable Mentally 
Handicapped (TMH) AGES 3-21 = 12 
Resource Specialist Program [RSP) (maximum 2 sites) K-12 - 28 
Adapted Physical Education (APE) 65 
Speech and Language 55 
(Students requiring 25-60 minutes of service shall be 
counted as the equivalent of one (1) regular student 
For each additional 25-30 minutes of service, they shall 
be counted as one-half (-5) student on the Speech and 
Language caseload.) 
visually Handicapped and Deaf and Hard of Hearing 18 
Eany Intervention Program I£IP> 11 
6. Each class roll shall |>e reduced to its appropriate maximum by October 15. 
7. Nurses' Maximum Case Load : There may be two (2) school assignments for 
nurses with a comprehensive senior high school. There may be three (3) school 
assignments for all other nurses. 
a. There will be no reduction in nurse positrons unless there are extenuating 
circumstances such as a reduction in enrollment, reduction in funding, or 
some other substantial reason. Before a reduction occurs, the nursing staff 
will be involved in determining what is necessary to meet the hearth and 
safety needs of students. 
8. Adapted Physical Education Case Load; Full-time Adapted Physical Education 
Specialists will be assigned to a maximum of five (5) scheduled sites per person per 
day with a proportional number of sites per week for part time Adapted Physical 
Education Specialists. 
C. Special Considerations 
1. Substitutes maybe used for SDL/IEP reevaluations. 
2. Identified RSP and/or speech and language bilingual students will be provided with 
appropriate RSP and/or speech and language services. 
3. Each special day class teacher shall be provided with at least six (6) hours of aide 
time. Each special education resource specialist shall be provided with at least 
three (3) hours of aide time. This commitment will be reduced it overall state 
funding for instructional aides is reduced. 
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4 . One three (3) hour librarian aide shall be provided to middle school librarians. 
5. Tne District shall provide appropriate and adequate space for the exclusive use of 
traveling unit members during the time thev are scheduled to work at each site. 
Unit members and site administrators shall mutually determine these room 
arrangements. Should the site administrator decide to vary this arrangement, s/he 
shall advise the unit member at least 48 hours in advance and provide equally 
adequate and appropriate space which is free of interruptions. 
6, Resource Specialists shall provide 80 percent direct and 20 percent indirect 
services. 
ARTICLE X: SALARIES 
The salary schedules and salary classification requirements of unit members are set forth in this 
Article: 
Unit members using personal vehicles on authorized school business shall be reimbursed at the 
current Government rate. 
Salary Ctasalflcation Requirements 
A. Classification: Unit members (including teachers, nurses, speech, language and hearing 
specialists, and librarians/media specialists} shall be assigned to a class on the Unit 
Members' Salary Schedule in accordance with the classification requirements defined 
herein below: 
Class A - Bachelor's degree and regular credential or Bachelor's degree and 
Designated Subjects Teaching credential in Vocational Subjects-
Class B - Bachelor's degree and a regular credential or Bachelor's degree and 
Designated Subjects Teaching Credential in Vocational Subjects plus fifteen 
semester hours of upper division or graduate work, earned after receipt of 
the Bachelor's degree. 
Class C - Bachelor's degree and a regular credential or Bachelor's degree and 
Designated Subjects Teaching Credential in Vocational Subjects plus thirty 
semester hours of upper division or graduate work, earned after receipt of 
the Bachelor's degree. 
Class D - Bachelor's degree and a regular credential or Bachelor's degree and 
Designated Subjects Teaching Credential In Vocational Subjects plus 
forty-five semester hours of upper division or graduate work, earned after 
receipt of the Bachelor's degree, or a Master's degree-
Class E - Bachelor's degree and a regular credential plus sixty semester hours of 
upper division or graduate work, earned after receipt of the Bachelor's 
degree, and a Master's degree. 
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Class F - Bachelor's degree and a regular credential plus seventy-five semester hours 
of upper division or graduate work earned after receipt of the Bachelor's 
degree, and a Master's degree. 
B. Step Placement shall be based on in-district teaching service rendered and credit for 
out-of-district teaching experience granted at the time of initial employment, or applicable 
work experience directly related to the teaching assignment granted at the time of initial 
employment. 
C. Experience Credit 'Initial Placement! 
1. New unit members hired during the school year shall be initially credited with up 
to a maximum of nine 19) years experience for previous public/pnvate teaching 
service if such service had been rendered under contract in an accredited school or 
to the extent provided below, a combination of such teaching experience, 
vocational work experience, and applicable military service. 
2. Unit members must fiave taught on a full-time basis for 75 percent or more of the 
number of days in a given school year for a year of experience to be credited. 
Those unh members who do not serve 75 percent or more of the number of days 
in a school yea* must remain on the same step for the ensuing school year. 
3. Trade or vocational experience directly related to the unit member's teaching 
assignment in the District may be credited on a year-for-year basis to a maximum 
of five (5) years. 
4 . Credit for active, full-time military service wil l be granted on the basis of one step 
for 12 to 23 months' duty time or two steps for 24 or more months' duty time. 
D. Qareer Increments 
1. Unit members assigned to classes D, E, or F of the Unit Members' Salary Schedule 
will be entitled to Career Increments, as reflected in the salary schedule. 
2, Anniversary increment placement shall be based on out-of-district teaching credit 
granted at the time of initial employment in the ABC Unified School District or 
former component district and acceptable in-district teaching service after the date 
of employment. 
E. Unot Verification (Initial Employment) 
1. Newly employed unit members shall present student copies of transcripts with the 
registrar's signature or photostatic copies of official transcripts with the registrar's 
signature or grade reports/credit certificates with an official seal and registrar's 
signature to verify initial placement on the Unit Members' Salary Schedule. 
2* Newly employed unit members shall be responsible for securing and presenting to 
the Human Resources Office all documentation required for unit verification and/or 
in support of salary schedule placement. AN documentation must be received 
within thirty (30J days following the effective date of the unit member's initial 
contract. Failure to present required documentation within the thirty (30) day 
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i 
period wil l resuh in the District's withholding salary warrants until such documents 
are placed on file, 
Step Advancement IVartical Movements 
1 . Unit members wil l be entitled to advance one vertical step on the Unit Members' 
Salary Schedule for each year of service, except those whose placement is at the 
maximum step for their class. 
2. Unit members must have rendered paid service for 75 percent or more of the 
number of days in the regular school year, counting days of used sick leave, to 
advance one vertical step on the schedule. 
3- Unit members shall not be restricted in advancement from one school year to the 
next. This provision applies to unit members who have been on the maximum step 
of one class for one or more years and then advance horizontally to a class with 
additional steps. 
Class Advancement (Horizontaf Movement! 
1 * Unit members requesting consideration for salary Class advancement most prepare 
and submit a "Change of Salary Class Request Form" with full and complete 
verification to the District Human Resources Office. 
2. Verification must be by means of official transcripts, 
a. Student copies of transcripts with the registrar's signature or photostatic 
copies of official transcripts with the registrar's signature or grade 
reports/credit certificates wi th an official seal and registrar's signature will 
be accepted as verification of completed course work. 
3. New salary rates for salary class changes received and verified between the fjrst 
and last day of September and between the first and last day of February will 
become effective the first of September and the first of February. 
A. Unit members must have served 75 percent of the school year on any given step 
before advancement to another vertical step on the Unit Member's Salary Schedule. 
Those unit members who do not serve 75 percent of the school year must repeat 
the same step for the ensuing school year. 
5. Class Advancement - NoihRestrictive, 
3, Unit members shall not be restricted in class advancement if they otherwise 
meet the conditions of this article, 
Partial Year Service 
1. Unit members who serve less than the required annual number of duty days (as 
defined in Article VII: Calendar) for regular full-time unit members shall receive 
salary in the ratio that the number of days actually served bears to the total number 
of annual working days required. Notwithstanding the above, unit members who 
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serve for one fuH semester shall receive not less than one-half the annual salary 
applicable to their class and step. 
Return y Service 
1. If a unh member is re-employed by the District within 39 months of his/her last day 
of previous paid service, the unit member will be entitled to resume his/her previous 
placement on the salary schedule. 
Definition of Credit on the Unh Members' Salary Schedule 
1. ynita of Credit: Units of credit for the purpose of assigning unit members to a 
salary classification or advancement from one classification to another shall be on 
the basis of semester hours of college/university credit from an accredited 
Institution. 
a. The formula for converting quarter units to semester units: 
3 x guafjer units = semester units 
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2. Units of Credit Acceptable for the Purooa* of Satan/ A^irtnm&nt 
or Advancement 
a- Units of credit acceptable for salary schedule assignment or salary class 
advancement shsB be defined as upper division and/or graduate work 
earned from an Institution which is accredited by the American Association 
of Colleges and Universities or by the University of California after receipt 
of the Bachelors Degree (see Section K). 
b- AD units of credit must clearly fall within one of the following areas: 
1} Credit applicable toward an advanced degree which is in or closely 
related to the field of education. 
2) Credit appDcable for the purpose of certification In tfte field of 
education, 
3} Credit included by title and course number within the field of 
professional education which is deemed appropriate to the 
professional growth of the unit member. 
4) Credit closely related to the field of education which will directly 
enhance the unit member's teaching expertise in his/her present or 
prospective assignment within the District, 
c, Other credit which may be allowed for the purpose of salary schedule 
placement or advancement includes tower division courses, correspondence 
courses, ABC Adult Education classes, in-district workshops, and 
out-of-district workshops and/or inservice education programs if such 
courses/classes/workshops or programs otherwise meet the other 
conditions of this article. 
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K. Coufsewoffc/CfassesftVOfflfshoos Requiring "Prior Approval" to be Acceptable for the 
Purpose of Salmv Class Assignment or Salary Class Advancement. 
1. The following coufsework/classes/workshops must be presented to the Assistant 
Superintendent-Human Resources or designee for prior approvaf: 
a* A Request for Prior Approval form should be prepared in duplicate and 
submitted to the Personnel Office at least fourteen (14) days prior to the 
date of registration for the course/class/workshop, 
b- i f situations arise where prior approval is not possible, the unit member may 
petition the District for approval of coursework. 
(1J Lower division coursework unless such work has been required for 
issuance or clearance of a teaching credential, 
(2) Correspondence courses. 
(3) Out-of-district workshops. 
2. ABC Adult Education classes must be presented by the Principal-Adult Education 
to the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee for prior approval. 
a. Adult Education classes will be considered for approval on a class basis for 
all class participants, 
b. Adult Education classes will grant credit on the salary schedule at the rate 
of fifteen (15} prepared hours equal one (1) semester unit credit or thirty 
(30) unprepared hours equal one (1) semester unit credit. 
L. PatBfmrnation of Credit for ln«district Workshops 
1 * The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee shall determine which 
in-distnct workshops and/or inservice education programs shall be offered for credit 
on the salary schedule. 
a. In-district workshops, out-of-district workshops, and/or inservice education 
programs will grant credit on the salary schedule at the rate of fifteen {15) 
prepared hours equal one (1) semester unit credit or thirty (30} unprepared 
hours equal one 11) semester unit credit. 
b. Salary placement credit shall not be allowed for an in-district workshop, 
out-of-district workshops, and/or inservice education program if unit 
members have been paid by the District for their participation in the 
workshop or inservice education. 
M. Accumulation of Hourly Credit. Hourly credit for approved adult education classes, 
approved in-district workshops and/or inservice education, and approved out-of-district 
workshops will be credited for salary advancement on a cumulative basis. As example, the 
thirty (30) hours referred to may be cumulative (i.e., 2 hours of inservice plus 3 hours of 
inservice - 5 hours of inservice). 
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Credit will only be granted if verified by the District's "Workshop Credit Report" on an 
individual participant basis, 
N, Professional Standards Committee 
1. Purposes of the Committee 
The District Professional Standards Committee shall serve as appeals body to 
decide appeals by unit members regarding denials of course work! 
classes/workshops by the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee. 
2. The Committee 
The Superintendent shall appoint two (2> management employees to the 
committee; the Union shall appoint two (2) unit members to the committee. The 
Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources of designee shall serve as Chairperson. 
The Chairperson shall only vote in case of & tie vote of other members of the 
Committee, 
3. Responsibilities in the Area ?f Professional Standards 
a. When considering appeals by unit members, the Committee should keep in 
mind the following: 
{1) Credits presented for salary class assignments/ advancement will be 
meaningful, significant, and related to the unit member's current 
assignment or represent a reasonable objective for future 
employment* 
b- In reviewing the appeal, the Committee shall generally be concerned with 
matters relating to the maintaining and raising of standards in regard to the 
value, level, nature, and academic rigorousness of all professional training 
submitted for salary class assignment/advancement. 
c* The Committee shall serve as a decision-making body regarding any 
questions which may arise as to the acceptability or allowability of units Of 
credit presented by unit members for the purpose of salary class 
assignment or advancement, 
0 . Consultant Positions 
The District shall take applications in the Human Resources Office twice a year for those 
unit members interested in various types of consultant positions. When consultant 
positions of those types are needed, those unit members who have applied shall be 
contacted by the appropriate supervisor. The final selection of the consultant is left to the 
discretion of the selecting supervisor. Compensation will be granted in accordance with 
Board adopted policies on consultant compensation. 
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ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CERTIFICATED MEMBERS' SALARY SCHEDULE 
1997-98 
(154 Duty Days) 
STEPS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
A 
BA 
28O40 
29022 
30038 
31089 
32177 
33304 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
34469 
B 
BA+15 
26770 
29777 
30619 
31698 
33014 
34169 
35365 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
366D3 
36603 
36603 
36603 
36603 
C 
BA+30 
29513 
30551 
31620 
32726 
33672 
35057 
36265 
375S5 
36869 
40230 
4163B 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
42971 
D 
BA+46 
or MA 
30285 
31346 
32442 
33578 
34753 
35970 
37229 
38531 
39680 
41276 
42720 
44216 
44216 
44216 
45586 
45586 
45566 
46999 
46999 
46999 
43456 
46456 
46456 
49959 
49959 
49959 
51508 
51503 
51506 
53104 
42971 j 53104 
42971 
42971 
53104 
54750 
E 
BA+60 
IncMA 
31073 
32160 
33286 
34451 
35657 
36904 
38196 
39534 
40916 
42349 
43631 
45365 
46953 
46953 
46405 
48406 
48406 
49909 
49909 
49909 
51456 
51456 
51456 
53051 
53051 
53051 
54696 
54696 
54696 
56391 
56391 
56391 
53140 
F 
BA+75 
Jnc.MA 
31680 
32996 
34151 
35346 
36564 
37864 
39169 
40560 
41961 
43450 
44970 
46544 
43174 
48174 
49667 
49667 
49667 
51206 
51206 
51206 
52794 
52794 
52794 
54431 
54431 
54431 
sens 
56118 
56118 
57858 
57855 
57856 
59652 
Ph.D. or EdD - 3500 differentia* for earned doctorate. 
Excluding Aduft Education and Children Center Permit Teachers. 
i:\bs\payrolNinda\sch.g3A 
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ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CHILDREN'S CENTER PERMIT TEACHERS 
1997-98 Salary Schedule 
12 Months 
8 Hour Pay 
STEPS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CLASS 1 
C.C. 
PERMIT 
$26,814,48 
27,965.04 
28,828.68 
29,522.64 
CLASS II 
C.C.P. 
+ 70 UNITS 
$27,966.04 
28,828.68 
29,522.64 
30,273-84 
CLASS Ml 
C.C.P. 
+• 100 UNITS 
$28,828.68 
29,522.64 
30,273-84 
31,019.76 
32,234.04 
CLASS rv 
C.C.P. 
ANDBA 
629,522.64 
30,273.84 
31,019-76 
32,234.04 
33.092.26 
Hourfag 
STEPS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CLASS 1 
c.c. 
PERMIT 
•11,71 
12.21 
12.60 
12.92 
CLASS II 
C.C.P. 
+ 70 UNITS 
$12,21 
12.60 
12,92 
13,22 
CLASS III 
C.C.P. 
+ 100 UNITS 
$12.60 
12.92 
13-22 
13.57 
14.09 
CLASS IV 
C.C.P. 
ANDBA 
$12.92 
13.22 
13.57 
14.09 
14.47 
Classification Reouirarrients: 
Class J: Children's Center Permit (C.C.P.) 
Class II: Children's Center Permit plus 70 semester hours of credit 
Class III: Children's Center Permit plus 100 semester hours of credit 
Class IV: Children's Center Permit and a Bachelor's Degree 
Sections A and D, Article X (Salaries) shall not be applicable to Children's Center Teachers. 
All other sections of Article X shell be applicable, 
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ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CHILDREN'S CENTER PERMIT TEACHERS 
1997-98 Salary Schedule 
{184 Duty Days} 
10 Month* 
6,5 Hour Day 
ST1PS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CLASS 1 
ex. 
PERMIT 
$17,235 
17,981 
16,549 
19,004 
CLASS II 
C.C.P. 
+ 70 UNITS 
$17,981 
18,549 
19,004 
19,465 
CLASS IJI 
C.C.P. 
+ 100UNJTS 
$18,549 
19,004 
19,465 
19,963 
20,736 
CLASS IV 
C.C.P. 
ANDBA 
$19,004 
19,465 
19,963 
20,736 
21,305 
10 Months 
8 Hour Day 
STEPS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CLASS 1 
C.C. 
PERMIT 
$21,201 
22,114 
22,826 
23,385 
CLASS II 
C.C.P. 
+- 70 UMTS 
$22,114 
22,826 
23,385 
23,978 
CLASS 111 
C.C.P. 
+ 100 UNITS 
$22,826 
23,385 
23,978 
24,570 
25,540 
CLASS IV 
C.C.P. 
ANDBA 
$23,385 
23,978 
24,570 
25,540 
26,200 
Classification Rent liniments: 
Class I: Children's Center Permit (C.C.P.) 
Class II: Children's Center Permit plus 70 semester hours of credit 
Class III: Children's Center Permit plus 100 semester hours of credit 
Class IV: Children's Center Permit and a Bachelor's Degree 
Sections A and D, Article X (Salaries) shall not be applicable to Children's Center Teachers. 
Al l other sections of Article X shall be applicable. 
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Extra Pay for Extra Service Schedule 
July 1, 1997 - June 30 , 1998 
Senior Hloh Sehnol Athletic Coaching A s s i g n m e n t 
BOYS* 
Varsity Football 
Varsity Football Assistant (2) 
Jr. Varsity Football (2) 
Sophomore Football 
Sophomore FootbaH Assistant 
Freshman Football 
Freshman Football Assistant 
Varsity Basketball 
Jr. Varsity Basketball 
Sophomore Basketball 
Freshman Basketball 
Varsity Baseball 
Jr. Varsity Baseball 
Freshman Baseball 
Varsity Track 
Track Assistant (21 
Cross Country 
Varsity VolleybaH 
Jr. Varsity Volleyball 
GIRLS* 
Varsity Volleyball 
Varsity Softball 
Varsity Tennis 
Varsity Basketball 
Varsity Badminton 
Varsity Track 
Varsity Swimming 
Varsity Soccer 
Varsity Cross Country/Track 
Middle School: Per Sport Assignment $1015 . 
* Unit Members coaching t w o or more high school sports per school year shall be paid a 
stipend of $1140 at the conclusion of the second assignment. 
(Unit members participating in C.I.F. playoffs, or other unit members w h o have extended 
assignments, wi l l be paid on the basis of 10 percent for each extra week.) 
2 6 
42465 
1890 
1890 
1755 
1605 
1605 
1465 
2175 
1755 
1605 
1465 
2025 
1755 
1465 
2025 
1605 
1605 
2025 
1755 
$2025 
2025 
1605 
2175 
1605 
2025 
1890 
1755 
1605 
Varsity Tennis 
Jr. Varsity Tennis 
Varsity Swimming 
Jr. Varsity Swimming 
Freshman/Sophomore Swimming 
Varsity Wrestling 
Wrestling Assistant 
Varsity Water Polo 
Jr. Varsity Water Polo 
Freshman/Sophomore Water Polo 
Soccer 
Soccer Assistant 
Golf 
Jr. Varsity Golf 
Rifle Team Coach 
Jr. Varsity Volleyball 
Jr. Varsity Softball 
Jr. Varsity Tennis 
Jr. Varsity Basketball 
Jr. Varsity Badminton 
Jr. Varsity Track 
Jr. Varsity Swimming 
Jr. Varsity Soccer 
SI 605 
1465 
1890 
1605 
1465 
2025 
1605 
1755 
1605 
1465 
1755 
1465 
1465 
1145 
300 
1755 
1755 
1465 
1755 
1465 
1605 
1605 
14G5 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
Assistant to Principal 
Band Director 
Building Leader 
$2560 
2175 
2175 
Camp Supervisor (2) 
Team Leader 
S 230 
1305 
MIDDLE SCHOOLS AND TRACY HIGH SCHOOL 
Activities/Student Council $1015 
Annual 1015 
Band Director (Middle School Only) 1015 
Drama $ 1015 
Pep Squad 1015 
Teen Mother Program Coordinator 1605 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
Academic Decathlon 
Activities Director 
Annual 
Athletic Director 
Athletic Director Assistant 
Band Director 
California Cadet Director 
Class Advisor: 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
Department Chairperson: 
2-4 Teachers 
5-7 Teachers 
8-9 Teachers 
10*14 Teachers 
15-+ Teachers 
£1465 
2765 
1605 
2765 
1390 
2175 
1120 
570 
€85 
655 
1135 
1305 
1505 
2675 
2960 
3250 
Drill Team $1890 
Forensic* 2465 
Forensics Assistant 1465 
Model United Nations 2465 
Model United Nations Assistant 1465 
News Release 1045 
Newspaper 1605 
Pep Squad 1890 
Ray 1605 
Stage Director 1605 
Spring Musical 1G05 
Winter Production 735 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Adapted Physical Education $2065 
Deaf/Hard of Hearing 1605 
Resource Specialist 1605 
Resource Specialist with 
Two-Site Assignment 2065 
Special Education/Bilingual 2065 
Special Day Class $1605 
Speech/Language Specialist 1605 
Visually Impaired Specialist 1605 
Disabled Vocational 
Education Specialist 1605 
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OTHER ASSIGNMENTS 
Bilingual Class Teacher + 41605 Nurse Practitioner $ 340 
Head of District Program * 3050 Resource/Specialist Teacher' 1605 
* Requires Special District Approval. 
+ Teachers receiving Bilingual Class stipends shall not receive an additional stipend for 
assignments listed in the "Special Education" or "Other Assignment" categories. 
GATE TEACHER 
0-9 Students $295 30-39 Students $495 
10-19 Students 360 40-49 Students 585 
20-29 Students 435 
Children's Center Spirt Shift Differential - $76.60 per month 
Distasteful Duty (infant and Children's Center) - $106.73 per month 
HOURLY RATE PAY SCHEDULES 
1997-98 
Hnnrhr Rate Pav Schedule 
Summer School/lntersession; Committee Work; 423.52 
Workshops; Home Teaching; Evening High School; 
Other Hourly Teaching. 
Adult School 
Adult Education unit member shall be compensated according to the following 
schedule: 
1997-98 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Step 7 
Step 8 
(3-4 years) 
(5-6 years) 
(7-8 years) 
(9-10 years) 
(11-12vears) 
(13 + years) 
$25.73 
26.20 
26.46 
26.78 
27.09 
27.46 
27.72 
27.98 
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ARTICLE XI: HEALTH AMD WELFARE BENEFIT? 
A. The District shall provide a maximum contribution for health benefits to each unit member 
equal to the cost of the Kaiser Medical-Family, District Dental District Medical Eye 
Services and United Services Ufa Insurance plans. Unused funds- Unit members who do 
not use the full amount of 62.484 wiH be paid the excess Health and Welfare monies up 
to that fevd. 
B. Unit members shall be entitled to purchase dependent coverage for health insurance via 
payrol deduction. 
C. Level of Benefits: 
1 Jnit Hpmhws 1 tartar C.antrnrt 
Prorated to correspond with 
percentage of contract fa 
least 50% 
Adurr Rchonl 
WPfft Level of 
Schedule Benefits 
18-22 hrs. 50% 
23-26 hrs. 62-1/2% 
27-31 hrs. 75% 
32-35 87-1/2% 
0 v e r 3 5 h r s . 100% 
•AH unit members working more than 50 percent must participate in the then applicable current 
medical and dental plans. 
D. Any unit member who has worked a 10-month school year shaH have coverage for 12 
months for which premiums have been paid. Unit members who are employed subsequent 
to the first day of the school year and who serve one^half (1/2) or more of the duty days 
in the fust month of employment {September to June) shall have insurance benefits 
commence on the first day of the month following the effective date of their employment, 
Unit members who are employed subsequent to the first day of the school year and who 
serve less than one-half (1/2) of the duty days in the first month of employment 
{September to June) shall have Insurance benefits commence on the first day of the 
second month following the effective date of their employment, 
E. Unit members who terminate their employment prior to the dose of the school year shall 
be under the District's Insurance programs through the last day of the month for which 
insurance premiums have been paid. Unit members who terminate during the first half of 
a month Shall have coverage through the end of that month. Unit members who terminate 
during the last half of a month shall have coverage through the end of the following month. 
F. When both a husband and wife who are eligible for early retirement benefits retire from the 
District, the District will only pay the premiums of one "head of household" and the spouse 
will be carried as a dependent, but in the event of the death of the "head of household" 
the District will continue coverage by promptly paying the medical insurance premiums of 
the surviving spouse. The District shall continue to pay such premiums until the time the 
surviving spouse reaches age 65 or until the expiration of seven (7) years from the date 
the surviving spouse retired. 
G. Except for the express provisions contained in this Contract, the District's Health and 
Welfare Policy and Administrative Regulation shall control the administration of all health 
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and welfare benefits. The District may modify or revis^ its rules and regulations governing 
the administration of the Health and Wert are Benefit Program so long as such modifications 
or revisions are not contrary to or inconsistent with tffe terms of this Contract. 
Coverage shelf be continued for dependents of a covered unit member (If dependents do 
not have other coverage) for the remainder of IheyearfpBowing the death of said member. 
The following are the Health and Welfare Benefits available to unit members during the 
1997-98 school year: 
Hospital and Major Medical Health Insurance 
Blue Cross 
Kaiser Permanente 
Pacificare 
Identification 
Point of Service 
•Q" Coverage 
High Option Medical Plan (only 
available for current employees 
who had FHP health insurance 
through the District during 
June 1989) 
Ejfe Insurance 
MetEife $10,000 Group Term Life 
Employee Only 
Dental Insurai 
Delta District 
Safeguard 
Employee and Family 
Employee and Family 
Vision 
Medical Eye Services of 
California (District) 
Employee and Famiiy 
ARTICLE XII; SAFETY CONDITIONS 
A. The District shal be responsible for providing safe working conditions for unit members 
according to OSHA standards- These provisions Shalt not be subject t o Article XVI: 
Grievance Procedures, unless the issue is not within the jurisdiction of OSHA. 
B. Unit members shall be responsible for complying with alt District safety standards and for 
practicing basic safety measures. 
C- The District shaH maintain a management system for the monitoring of working conditions 
and for the correction of unsafe, unhealthy and/or unsanitary conditions. 
D- Unit members shall report existing or potentially unsafe, unhealthy and/or unsanitary 
conditions to their immediate supervisors. Oral report* should be followed by a written 
report. 
E, If steps to correct the hazardous conditions have not been taken within 24 hours and the 
threat Of potential danger remains to the unit member, the district shall provide a new work 
station for the unit member. 
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F. Unit members shall not be required to perform duties m,nder conditions which pose an 
immediate threat to the safety iof the unit member. In exercising the foregoing right, unit 
members shall not neglect the responsibility to provide fyr the safety of students. 
G- Unit members, acting within the scope of their duties andiiiesponsibilities, may exercise the 
amount of physical control reasonably necessary to prat 3d themselves, maintain order, 
protect property, or protect the health and safety of pupils. 
H. All unit members' work stations shall be equipped with an operational two-way 
communications system. 
[. Unit members shall promptly report cases of attack or assault suffered by them in the 
performance of their duties totheir immediate supervisor who shall promptly report the 
same to the appropriate law enforcement authorities. 
J. The District shaB supply the following assistance to any! unit member who has suffered 
threats of bodily harm las mutually determined by administrator a n d unit member) or actual 
assault: 
1. The offending student will be removed from the classroom to an administrator's 
care until the student's return to dass has been recommended after a hearing 
before a balanced committee of teachers, administrators, and students, and with 
the permission of the assaulted unit member. 
2. The District shall provide to any unit member yvho suffers bodily harm by an 
individual or group while carrying out his/hef assigned duties, reasonable 
cooperation in the identification of any alleged asspilant/s and/or witr>ess/es and in 
securing any physical evidence required by the unit member for preparation of a law 
suit against the assailant/s. 
K. The District will work with teachers exercising their right of classroom suspension as 
defined in Education Code 48910. 
L. Compensation for damage to a unit member's automobflp due to vandalism and/or theft 
shall be paid provided that the site administrator is nojtified of such damage and has 
reasonable cause to believe thqt the damage occurred while the unit member was oh duty 
on District premises or on dutyiat a school-sponsored actiyity. The District shall reimburse 
the unit member's insurance deductible up to a maximum! of two hundred and fifty dollars 
($250). Claims of less than fifty dollars ($50) will not be accepted. Appropriate claim 
forms must be submitted to the district within five (5} working days of the incident. A unit 
member is limited to one (1) claim per school year. 
1. Compensation for a unit member's equipment used in direct classroom instruction 
which is damaged on or stolen from District preniises shall be paid in accordance 
with procedures set forth in Section K above subject to the following additional 
requirements: 
a. Use of instructional equipment must have been previously approved in 
writing by the site administrator. Unit members who do not receive prior 
administrative approval shall assume the risk of any damage to or loss of 
their instructional equipment. 
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b. The damage to or loss of the instructional; equipment must not have been 
caused by the negligence or carelessness of a unit member. 
c. The unit member must comply with any procedures established by the site 
administrator for securing and protecting ibe instructional equipment. 
ARTICLE Xlm TRANSFER 
A. Definfoon 
A transfer is the relocation of a unit member from one school site to another school site. 
Transfers fall into two categories; 
1. Voluntary transfers that are initiated at the request of a unit member, and 
2 . Involuntary transfers that are initiated by the District. 
B. Posting of Vacancies 
1, Unit members holding proper credentialing qualifications who file requests for 
transfer on proper District forms shall be notified of vacancies and shall be offered 
the opportunity to be interviewed by the site administrator when appropriate 
vacancies occur. During the summer months unit members shall be contacted at 
their last known address. 
2- The District shall post all vacancy notices immediately at each work site. These 
notices shall contain a posting date and a closrlg date for filing requests for 
transfers which shall be at least five ib) working days after the posting date. 
3. Unit members who are interviewed and not selected for a vacancy may request and 
Shall be granted a conference with the selecting administrator to discuss the 
reason (s), 
4 . The Union President shall receive copies of all vacancy notices. 
1 . Current school year: Unit members may fife a request for a current school year 
transfer at any time during the school year. Such requests shall remain active until 
June 15 of the current schoof year. 
2. Eftsuing school year: Requests for transfer for the ensuing school year may be filed 
at any time with Human Resources but should be on file beginning March 1 and will 
expire September 30. 
3. Voluntary transfers wi!l normally be effected at the beginning of a school year. 
4. Unit members shall submit requests for transfer to their immediate supervisor for 
signature and comment. Such signature is an acknowledgement that the 
immediate supervisor has been informed of the unit member's desire for transfer, 
The immediate supervisor may not deny a unit member's request for transfer. 
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5. The filing of a request for transfer is without ptejudJce to the unit member. Such 
requests shall not jeopardize the unit member^ present position. 
6. All requests for transfer shall be submitted on the proper District form to the unit 
member's immedistS supervisor, forwarded tri the supervisor of the immediate 
supervisor, and then forwarded to Human Resources. 
7. Ad other factors being equal, unit members wijl Ije placed in vacant positions before 
non-unit members-
8. Unit members interviewed for a known vacapcy will be notified when a site 
administrator has made a final selection. Unit inembers interviewed for a known 
vacancv w i '* D e notified of the date of the final selection and that they can find out 
the results by contacting Human Resources on or after that day. 
a. Unit members who are interviewed and not selected for a vacancy may 
request and Will be granted a conference with the selecting administrator 
to discuss the reason(s) for the denial of the request for transfer. 
b. If a non-tenured teacher is being considered over any tenured teacher, the 
tenured member may request a conference of the interviewing administrator 
and current administrator, the Superintendent and/or designee and a Union 
representative,. The conference will be hpld within five (5) working days of 
the decision given to the Human Resources Assistant Superintendent and 
the position will remain unfilled until tha! conference is held. 
9, individual unit members may Initiate an exchange of site assignments for the 
following school year, providing there is agreement with the invorved site 
administrators. At the conclusion of the school year, if all parties agree, the 
exchange of assignment shall become the current assignment of the exchanged 
teachers. 
D. InyojumaiY Transfers 
1, Involuntary transfers may be made for any of the following reasons; 
a. To resolve any credemialing problam relating to a unit member's 
authorization for service. 
b. To decrease the number of unit members, in a school because the school is 
overstaffed in accordance with Article I: Class Size. 
c. To decrease the number of unit members in a school because of reduced 
enrollment. 
d. To balance a school Staff in accordance with the District's Affirmative 
Action Program. Upon request, affected unjt members will be issued by the 
District a full written account of the site's/program's staffing balance in 
terms of ethnicity and sex. 
e. To meet changes in curriculum needs such as addition, deletion, or 
modification of programs and/or specific curriculum requirements. 
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f. To carry out a. site/program supervisorV recommendation that the transfer 
of a unit member will likely result in a m0re satisfactory level of service by 
the unit member. 
{1) Procedure to be followed In effecting such a transfer. 
(a) The unit member's immediate supervisor shall state in 
writing his/her concern over the unit member's service. 
(b) The unit member wiLJ be pjwen ninety (90) calendar clays to 
improve his/her service Jn accordance with mutually 
established objectives as agreed upon by the unft member 
and site administrator, jtf it is impossible for the unit 
member and the site administrator to arrive at mutually 
established objectives, ihej site administrator shaU set those 
objectives and the unit member shall have a right to sign a 
statement that he/she disagrees with those objectives end 
shall also have the right ty. attach his/her statement to the 
administrative standards fyrm. 
(c) W at the end of the ninety (90) calendar day period, the unit 
member has not met the Criteria as established in item 4b) 
the immediate supervisor ihay proceed with the request for 
an involuntary transfer. 
g. To deal with an extraordinary situation in which the Superintendent 
concludes thatfailure to act will have a deleterious effect on the schools or 
students thereof and the transfer of the ;unit member will be in the best 
interest of the District. 
2. Voluntary transfers will be given consideration prior to involuntary transfers for 
reasons 0,1 .b, c, d, and e. 
3. Criteria to be considered in canying out involuntary transfers D.l.b, c, d, and e. 
a. The certification qualifications of the unit member. 
b. The seniority status of the unit member with the District, The unit member 
with the least seniority will be transferred unless there is good reason for 
bypassing such unit member. Such reasons include the maintenance of a 
well-balanced staff in terms of race, ethnicity, sex, subject qualifications, 
and in extraordinary circumstances, age. 
4. Unit members may only be involuntarily transferred for reasons D.l.b, c, d, e, and 
f once every three (3} school years. 
5. Site administrators shall notify unit members when they are being considered for 
an involuntary transfer. The site administrator shall meet with the unit member to 
discuss the reasons for considering that unit member for en involuntary transfer. 
6. At least three days prior to the initiation of any involuntary transfer other than 
those initiated for disciplinary reasons, site administrators shall notify their entire 
staff of the need for such a transfer in order to ascertain the availability of any 
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other unit member willing to volunteer to transfer in place of the affected unit 
member 
7. Unit members who are affected by district initiated transfers will be given the 
opportunity to appJy for any vacant positions in the District. 
8. A l l unit members transferring because of reasons D. 1 .b, c, d, e, and f (voluntary 
or involuntary) wHI be considered an involuntary transfer. 
Resource SnecJrifetaJSneHar Dav QABS T«»rhpry 
1 . Resource specialists and special day dass teachers may be assigned by the District 
as needs arise. The District shall determine their sites and assignments with due 
consideration for individual preferences. 
2 . in the event that a special day or resource specialist class closes with no available 
vacancies, the unassigned unit member may exercise seniority in the particular 
program to displace the least senior resource specialist or special day class teacher 
{or other resource specialist or special day class teacher who voluntarily chooses 
to return to the regular classroom) in accordance with the following procedures: 
a- Prior to any displacement, the District shall actively seek volunteers willing 
to return to the regular classroom. 
b. If the Superintendent or designee determines that displacement of the least 
senior resource specialist or special day class teacher in the program would 
result in an unbalanced staff in terms of race, ethnicity, sex, subject 
qualifications and in extraordinary circumstances, age, then the next least 
senior resource specialist or special day class teacher shall be displaced. 
c- tf the Superintendent or designee determines that displacement of the least 
senior resource specialist or special day class teacher would adversely 
affect special program needs (e.g., bilingual, co-curricular), then the next 
least senior resource specialist or special day class teacher shall be 
displaced-
d. Upon request, a displaced unit member shail receive a full verbal account 
of the reasons for his/her displacement. 
3. Seniority for these purposes Is based on the number of years of service in a 
particular program, and does not affect a resource specialist's or special day class 
teacher's District seniority for purposes of layoff. 
Assignments 
1 , A unit member will be given notice of class/site assignment for the ensuing school 
year prior to the close of school In June. The District shall immediately notify the 
affected unit member during the summer at his/her last known address of any 
change in assignment, 
2 . The District shall make every effort to rotate equitably the assignment of teachers 
10 combination classes, 
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3. The District shall make every effort to schedule no more than two 12) room 
changes during the day for each secondary unit member. 
4. When a change of assignment is needed, principals will meaningfully involve the 
affected members of their staff. Voluntary grade JeveJ transfers will be solicited 
prior to involuntary grade transfers. 
G- Preparation for New Assfanm«nfr 
1 ' New assignment; Unit members who are transferred during the school year will be 
given as much notice as possible. Unit members who are transferred during the 
school year will be allowed no more than five (5) days or no more than twenty (20) 
paid hours of preparation time prior to the effective date of the transfer. Unit 
members involuntarily transferred at the end of the school year will be allowed no 
more than twenty (20) hours of paid time to move materials. The District will 
provide assistance in moving the unit member's materials to the new work location. 
2. figassjqnment: If a unit member is required to teach a new or different subject 
matter involving a new preparation at the current site during the school year, s/he 
shall be given two (2) pupil-free days for preparation. If a change in assignment is 
solely an addition of subjects currently being taught, no pupil-free days will be 
given. 
ARTICLE XIV: REDUCED-SERVICE^ EMPLOYMENT REDUCTION IH WORK SCHEDULE 
A. IfoJuCBQ'-gervices Employment 
1. The District agrees that a unit member may apply for reduced-services &s described 
in Education Code Sections 44922, 22724, and 89516 with fuN-time contribution 
to the State Teachers' Retirement System when the unit member complies with the 
following: 
a- The unit member must have reached age 55 but must be less than age 65 
before the beginning of the reduced-time employment work year. 
b. The unit member must have accrued not less than ten CIO) years of STRS 
membership before accepting the reduced-time employment. 
2. Unit members may not participate in the reduced-service employment plan for a 
period greater than five (5) years and may not participate in the plan after age 65. 
3. Unit members who have participated in the reduced-services employment plan shall 
not participate in the early retirement incentive program. 
4. Reduced-services employment shall be the equivalent of one-half of the number of 
days of service required by the unit member's contract of employment during the 
final year of service in a full-time position. 
5. The unii member shaB be paid a salary which is the prorata share of the salary that 
would have been earned had the unit member not elected to exercise the option of 
reduced-services employment. 
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6, The Distr ict and uni t member shall contr ibute amounts t o the State 
Teachers ' Retirement Sys tem as determined b y s ta te s ta tu te . 
1. The District wi l l cont inue to pay the ful l premiums for a uni t member on 
reduced-services employment to part icipate in the Distr ic t 's Heal th and Wel fare 
Benefit Program, 
6 . Bequest Procedure 
a. The unit member shaJI file an appl icat ion for reduced- services employment 
w i t h his/her immediate supervisor. 
b> The immediate supervisor shalf rev iew and recommend appropriate act ion 
and fo rward the application to the appropriate director/division head. 
c> The director/division head shall rev iew and recommend appropriate act ion 
and fo rward the application to Human Resources, 
d* The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee shalf rev iew 
the request and take appropriate act ion. If approved, t he i tem wil l be 
carried to the Board of Education for ac t ion , 
e . The unit member shall be not i f ied by Human Resources as to the off icial 
disposition of the unit member's application within two 12) working days of 
the Board meeting. 
9, A unit member may only return to full-time employment at the sole discretion of the 
District. 
peduciifrn in Wort Schedule 
1 . A unit member, at the sole discretion of the district, shall have the option of 
reducing his/her work schedule. 
a. Reduced work schedule employment shall be a proportional equivalent of 
the number of days or time of service required by the unit members' 
calendar of the current year. 
b. The unit member shall be paid a salary which is the prorata share of the 
salary that would have been earned had the unit member not elected to 
exercise the option of reduction in work schedule. 
c. Request Procedure 
1) The unit member shall file an application for reduction in work 
schedule with his/her immediate supervisor. 
2) The immediate supervisor shall review and recommend appropriate 
action and forward the application to the appropriate 
director/division head. 
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3} The director/division head shair.review and recommend appropriate 
action and forward the application to Human Resources. 
4) The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee shall 
review the request and take appropriate action. If approved- the 
item wilf be carried to the Board of Education for action. 
5) The unit member shall be notified by Human Resources as to the 
official disposition of the unit member's application within two (2) 
working days of the Board meeting. 
Two unft members, at the sole discretion of the district, shall have the option to 
share one lull job responsibility provided that: 
a. Both unit members are wilting to work together as a team. 
b. The professional duties can be divided, 
c. Both unit members adhere to similar teaching philosophies and disciplirw 
codes. 
d- Both unit members agree to provide and establish stability in the learning 
environment for students. 
e. The job sharing work schedule shall be a proportional equivalent of the 
number of days or time of service required by the unit members' calendar 
of the current year. 
f. The unit member shaH be paid a salary which is the prorata share of the 
salary that would have been earned had the unft member not elected to 
exercise the option of job sharing. 
g. Request Procedure 
1) The unit member shall file an application for reduction in work 
schedule with his/her immediate supervisor. 
2} The immediate supervisor shall review and recommend appropriate 
action and forward the application to the appropriate 
director/division head. 
3) The director/division head shall review and recommend appropriate 
action and forward the application to Human Resources. 
4J The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee shall 
review the request #nd take appropriate action. If approved, the 
item will be carried to the Board of Education for action. 
5) The unit member shall be notified by Human Resources as to the 
official disposition of the unit member's application within two 
working days of the Board meeting. 
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contribuuons on a prorated basis and snail have the option to pay the remainder of 
the premiums equal to full benefits. 
A unit member mav only return to full-time employment at the sole discretion of 4. 
the District 
ARTICU: yy= EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
A
- Freouancv of Evaluation: Probationary unit members shall be evaluated at least once each 
year. Permanent unit members shall be evaluated at least once every two years. AJI unit 
members shad set objectives each year. 
B. Evaluator: The evaluator shall be the unit member's immediate supervisor and/or any other 
management employee with knowledge of the unit member and the program, and 
consistent with the stated purpose of this article. A unit member shall be notified of who 
is to be his/her evaluator by October 15. 
C. ^valuators shall, by October 15, hold one or more staff meetings to review the procedures 
for setting objectives, techniques for assessment, and to review the evaluation calendar 
for the year. All statements on the evaluation shall be related to the performance of 
assigned tasks -
D. Setting OMectiv« of Performance 
1. Prior to October 15 of each year, each unit member and unit member's evaluator 
shall meet in an initial evaluation conference to draft the mutually-determined 
objectives to be achieved and the techniques for assessing the achievement of the 
objectives. The date of the conference will begin the period for observation and 
follow-up conferences which may be necessary to the evaluation process. 
2. The following sections of the Certificated Employee Evaluation Report Form shall 
be completed during the initial conference: 
a. Mutually established objectives for (expected) student progress. 
b. Mutually established adjunct duties to be evaluated. 
c. Mutual agreement on proper control/environment. 
d. Administrative means (actions) to help the employee further achieve the 
' mutually established objectives and standards. 
e. Areata) of instructional strategies (specific, instructional techniques will not 
be mandated by the supervisor)* 
f. The employee's adherence to curriculum objectives. 
3. The objectives established shall be based upon the unit member's eclectic approach 
to instructional methodology and shall be subject to review at any time during the 
school year by either the unit member or the supervisor. Nothing herein shall 
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preclude the evaiuator or evaluates from proposing and/or requiring additional 
objectives subsequent to initial evaluation conference. 
4. The techniques to be used for assessing the achievement of the 
mutuafjy-determjned objectives shall be listed on the Certificated Employee 
Evaluation Report Form for each area to be evaluated. 
5. A good-faith effort wiH be made to reach mutual agreement on the 
above-mentioned objectives, duties, techniques, and processes. 
o". Jf a unit member and unit member's evaiuator cannot reach mutual agreement on 
the objectives or assessment methods, the evaiuator shall determine the objectives 
and assessment methods. The unit member may note for the record and attach to 
the evaluation report form his o ' her disagreement with the objectives and 
assessment methods- ff this i£ not satisfactory, the unit member, with the Union 
President, may then confer with the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources 
before a final determination is made. 
Monitoring and Evaluation Procedures 
1. The evaiuator shatt monitor such activities of the unit member as he/she deems 
necessary to evaluate the unit member's progress toward meeting the objectives 
established in the Certificated Employee Evaluation Report. This monitoring phase 
shall rncfude such observations as the evaiuator feels necessary and such 
conferences as either the evaiuator or the unit member feels necessary. The initial 
observation shall take place by February 15 of each school year. 
2. h* the evaiuator indicates to a unit member that improvement is needed or required 
in meeting the mutually determined objectives, a conference will be held to 
determine the following; 
a, areas where improvement is needed; 
b, specific suggestions for improvement; 
c, additional resources That may be utilized by and provided lor the unit 
member to assist with improvement; 
d, the evaluator's rote in assisting the unit member in improving, including the 
provision of e demonstration lesson except when impossible; 
e- techniques that will be used by the evaiuator in measuring improvement: 
and 
f* the time schedule to be used by the evaiuator in future monitoring. 
3. The site administrator and the unit member shall make a good faith effort to take 
such remedial action as. is necessary to correct any deficiencies in the unit 
member's performance &$ cited in any evaluation. 
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Except for serious misconduct, such remediation shaH tndude the following steps; 
a. informar oral notification of a problem followed by a reasonable period of 
remediation. 
b. Informal written notification signed by both administrator and unit member 
and followed by a reasonable period of remediation. 
c. Formal wrirten notification which may be placed in the unit member's 
personnel file. 
A. No later than May 15 of the school year in which the evaluation takes piece, a 
written copy of the evaluation shall be presented to the unit member. If the 
possibility exists that a unit member may receive a less than satisfactory 
evaluation, that unit member shaJI be conferenced by April 15. 
5- By the end of the school year, a conference will be held between the unit member 
and the unit member's evaluator to discuss the written evaluation. 
6- At the finer conference each objective will be checked as MO (meets objectives), 
Nl (needs improvement) or DNMO {Does not meet objectives). If Nl (needs 
improvement) or DNMO (Does not meet objectives) is checked, the evaluator will 
explain under the section(s) for commendations and recommendations. 
7. A unit member shall have a period of ten (10) days following the final conference 
to prepare and submit a written reaction in response to the evaluation. Such 
response wUI become a permanent attachment to the evaluation and be placed in 
the unit member's personnel fUe. 
Derogatory information or allegations shall be included as a part of trie evaluation process 
only H the completion of the following steps verifies the allegation: 
1. The evaluator has notified the unit member in writing of the allegation within 
twenty (20) days of the alleged event or when the evaluator could reasonably be 
expected to know of the event which gave rise to the allegation. 
2. The unit member has been notified in writing of the allegation, and such 
allegation^) shall be signed by the complainant. 
3. The unit member has been afforded an opportunity to meet with and question the 
person or persons making the allegation. The allegation(s) shall not be included in 
the unit member's personnel file if the complainant refuses to attend the meeting. 
4. The alleging party has been apprised of legal constraints under which derogatory 
material may be placed in a unit member's file and the allegation has not been 
withdrawn. 
5. The unit member has had the opportunity to have his/her written response to the 
allegation included in the file. 
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G. Evaluation of a unit member's performance shall not be predicated upon lawful 
non-school-related personal activities which have no impact on the unit member's 
effectiveness as an employee. 
H, This Article (Article XV) shall not apply to non-status Adult SchooJ teachers except for 
provisions stated in Article XVlll: Adult School. 
I. Nothing in this article shall be construed to allow for any interpretation, application or 
alleged violation with regard to the substance, objectives, assessment techniques, or 
criteria determined by the Certificated Employee Evaluation Report Form; nor shall it be 
construed to contest the judgment of the evaluator about the degree of success in an 
accomplishment of an objective; any grievance shall be limited to a claim that the 
evaluation procedures in Article XV have been violated or that there has been an 
unreasonable application of the procedures. 
ARTICLE XVh PERSOHWEL RLE MflTEiyAL 
A. Materials in personnel files (district and site) of unit members which may serve as a basis 
for affecting the status of their employment shall be made available for inspection by the 
person involved. 
B. The personnel files shall contain the evaluations of the unit member's performance and any 
attachments as provided for in this Article. 
C. Information of a derogatory nature shall not be placed in a unit member's permanent 
personnel file until such information is substantiated by the District and the unit member 
is supplied with a copy and has had an opportunity to respond in writing to the material 
and such response is attached to such statements, 
1. A unit member may inspect materials in his/her personnel file at a time mutually 
convenient to the unit member and the Directors) charged with maintaining the 
file- Such inspection shall not occur at a time the unit member rs reauirad to render 
instructional service to the District. 
2. A unit member may be accompanied by his/her representative at such time as 
he/she Is given an opportunity to review the material in his/her personnel file. 
ARTICLE XVII: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
A. Definition oiTerma 
1, A grievance is an allegation that there has been a violation, misinterpretation, or 
misapplication of the specific provisions of this Contract. 
2, A grievant may be any party covered by the terms of this Contract, 
3, A day is a day in which the District office is open for business except that when 
a grievance is filed subsequent to May l and prior to the end of the school year, 
the time limits shall be regarded as calendar days- Any time limit affected by the 
Winter holidays or Spring vacation shall be extended by five (B) days. 
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4. The immediate supervisor is the supervising administrator having immediate 
jurisdiction over the grievant who has been designated by the District to adjust 
grievances. 
1. AJI documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of the 
grievance shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. 
2. No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by any member or representative of the 
District against a grievant or other participants who assisted the grievant nor shall 
any reprisals of any kind be taken by the Union against the District, any District 
employee, or any participant in the grievance procedure by reason of such 
participation or decisions. 
3. Nothing contained in this Article shelf be construed as authorizing the Union to 
participate in a grievance brought by 3 unit member unless tft the grievant's 
request, except that no grievance shall be considered settled without the Union 
having been given a copy of the proposed resolution and having had an opportunity 
to respond. 
A. Union grievances shall be filed with the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources 
or designee. 
5. The grievant may be represented by Union representatives at ?H meetings and 
hearings above the informal level after the unit member has notified the unit 
member's immediate supervisor of the grievance. 
0. The time limits specified herein may be extended by mutual agreement of the 
parties, 
7. A copy of all grievance forms shall be filed with the Assistant Superintendent-
Human Resources or designee and the Union President, 
8- Individual personnel documents introduced as evidence shall be restricted to those 
contained in the District Human Resources Office-
9. The District will provide release time for the grievant, Union representatives, and 
District-employed witnesses whenever the District agrees to a conference or 
meeting concerning any part of the grievance process, including the arbitration 
hearing. 
Before filing a formal written grievance, the grievant shaU notify the immadiate supervisor 
of the grievance. The grievant may participate in an informal conference with the site 
administrator with the object of resolving the matter informally. 
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Formal Ltvffl 
1. Lever f: 
If the informal conference has not resulted in a settlement, the grievant may file a 
formaJ grievance. 
a- A formal grievance must be filed on the appropriate District form with the 
immediate supervisor within twenty (20) days after the occurrence or act 
of omission giving rise to the grievance or when the grievant could 
reasonably be expected to know of the event which gives rise to the 
grievance. 
b. The immediate supervisor shall communicate his/her response to the unit 
memberln writing within ten (10) days after receiving the grievance. If the 
supervisor does not respond within the time limits, tile grievant may appear 
to the next level. 
c. Within the above time limits, either party may request a personal 
conference with the other party and Union representatives may be present 
at such a conference-
2. Level H: 
a. If the grievance is not resolved at Level I, the grievant may appeal the 
response on the appropriate District form to the Superintendent (or 
designee* within ten (10) days of receipt of the Level t response. 
b- A conference shall be held at the request of either the grievant or the 
Superintendent (or designee) within six (6) days of receipt of the appeal. 
c- The Superintendent (or designee} shall communicate his/her response to the 
grievant and the immediate supervisor of the grievant in writing within ten 
(10) days after receiving the appeal. 
d- If the Superintendent (or designee) does not respond within the above time 
limits, the grievant may appeal to the next level. 
3. leveUUi 
a< If the grievance is not resolved at formal Level II, the grievant may request 
that the Union submit the grievance to arbitration. The grievani shall make 
such request within ten (10) days after receiving the Level II decision. The 
Union shall notify the Superintendent in writing within ten (10) days after 
receipt of the request from the grievant that the grievance has been 
submitted for arbitration. 
h. The Union and the District shall attempt to agree upon an arbitrator. If no 
agreement can be reached within five (5} days, they shelf request that the 
American Arbitration Association's selection procedures be initiated. 
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c. The fees and expenses of the arbitrator shaH be borne equally by the 
District and the Union. All other expenses shall be borne by the party 
incurring them. 
d. It shalt be the function of the arbitrator to make an award that will resolve 
the grievance. The arbitrator shair be subject to the following limitations: 
T) The arbitrator shall have no power to add to, subtract from, 
disregard, arter, or modify any of the terms of this Contract, 
2} The arbitrator shall have no power to establish the structure of the 
salary schedule, 
3) If necessary, the arbitrator, by referring to the written grievance and 
answers thereto at each previous step, shall determine whether a 
grievance exists, 
4) After a hearing, the arbitrator shall submit, in writing, to all parties 
his/her findings in an award that will be final and binding on the 
parties. 
e. The arbitrator may hear and determine only one grievance at a time unless 
the District and the Union agree otherwise* However, both parties will in 
good faith endeavor to handle in an expeditious and convenient manner 
cases which involve the same or similar facts and issues. 
f. The parties may mutually agree to utilize expedited arbitration procedures. 
g. Either party may request a reporter to record the entire arbitration hearing. 
The cost of service and the expense of such report shall be paid by the 
party requesting the report or shared by the parties if both mutually agree* 
ARTICLE XVIII: ADULT EDUCATION 
A. Unit members employed in the Adult Education Program shall be covered Dy the Articles 
of this Contract unless exempted In this Article* 
B. Definitions 
1. Ful-Ttme Adult Education. Unit Member 
Thirty-six {36) hours per week shaH be considered a fulMime assignment ki the 
Adult Education Program. Hours assigned over 36 will be considered an extra-pay 
assignment. 
2. Status Adirit Education Unit Member Iprabationarv or permanent) 
Any person who is employed to teach Adult Education classes for more than 60 
percent of the hours per week considered a full-time assignment in Adult Education 
shall be classified s$ a status adult education unit member. 
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' HPJLJtttfUB Aduft Eduaition Unit Mem^w
 r f"lP i?m*YT 
Any person who is employed to teach Adult Education classes for not more than 
60 percent of the hours per weak considered * full-time assignment in Aduft 
Education sh^ll be classified as a non-status Adult Education unit member. 
Permanency 
1. A status Aduft Education unit member will attain permanency with the District by 
teaching a minimum of 75 percent of the regular adult school year per year for two 
(2) consecutive years. 
a. The permanency hours of an Adult Education unit member shall be based 
on service which is equivalent to the average number of hours per week 
which the unit member served during his/her probationary years. 
b- Permanency shall not be attained for more than 36 hours per week. 
(1) Adult Education unit members who have attained permanency at a 
levd below 36 hours and are subsequently increased in hours may 
have their permanency increased pursuant to an average of the 
three (3) years of most recent experience. 
c. Unit members with permanency in the regular day school who become 
eligible for permanency In the Aduft Education program shall at the time of 
being eligible elect whether their permanency will be with the regular day 
school or Adult Education. 
Posting of ftdult f dudrtion Vacancies 
1. The District will post status Adult Education vacancies and Non-status Adult 
Education vacancies which have a minimum of eighteen (18) hours in the same 
manner in which regular school vacancies are posted. 
2. Status Adult Education vacancies and non-Status Adult Education 
vacancies which have a minimum of eighteen (18) hours shall contain d posting 
date and a closing date at least six {6) days after the posting date. 
3. Status Adult Education vacancies and non-Status Adult Education vacancies which 
have a minimum of eighteen (18) hours which occur and will be filled during the 
school year will be posted and distributed through normal distribution channels. 
4. Non-status Adult Education unit members and status Adult Education unit members 
working less than 36 hours who wish to increase their number of teaching hours 
shall file a letter of interest on a District request form submitted to the District 
Human Resources Office, 
a- All factors being equal, fjrsj consideration (not offer of employment) will be 
given to increasing the hours of currently employed non-status Adult 
Education unit members in filling vacancies. 
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b. Upon request, currently employed non-status and status Adult Education 
unit members not selected may request a conference with the 
Superintendent and/or designee. Adult School administrator, and a Union 
representative. The conference will be held within five (5) working days of 
the decision given to the Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources 
and/or designee. 
c. Both a. and b. above also apply to Adult School Summer School hiring. 
d. ABCFT and District representatives will work jointly to develop 
terminology that is mutually acceptable to delineate the 
factors which would be considered prior to offers of employment, including 
seniority as a tie-break, all other factors being considered first. 
notification pf Assignment 
All Adult Education unit members shall be given notice by their immediate supervisors of 
tentative class assignments for the next ensuing fall semester prior to the close of the 
preceding spring semester. Notification of changes in class assignments for the spring 
semester will be given two {2) weeks prior to end of the fall semester. All unit members 
win be given notification of reduction and/or elimination of hours no less than one (1) week 
before such a change takes place, whenever administratively practicable. 
Sick Leaves 
Adult Education unit members shall be credited with one (1) hour of sick leave for every 
18 hours of contracted service on an unlimited accumulated basis. A separate ho uriy sick 
leave bank will be established separate and apart from any other bank of days of sick leave 
to which the unit member may be entitled. 
Ppjfl Holidays 
1. Status Adult Education unit members shall be eligible for paid holidays as 
designated on the Adult Education calendar if they otherwise meet the following 
conditions: 
a. The status Adult Education unit member shall be paid for the holiday if the 
holiday falls on a day of the week that the unit member is normally 
scheduled to render service. 
R u c t i o n fri Service 
1. Classes will not be cancelled after midterm {quarter, semester, 
Intersession), except for good reason. Procedures for cancellation of 
classes during the first two (2) class meetings will follow the procedures as 
outlined in Appendix A, with the option to extend classes at district discretion. 
2. Should the average daily attendance decline or & particular service or class be 
reduced or discontinued, the District may reduce the service of Adult Education unit 
members (permanent as well as probationary). No permanent Adult Education unit 
member shall be terminated or reduced while any probationary Aduft Education unit 
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m m r °r ^ ^ t U S ^ * * E d u c a t i o n ™ j t " N * " 1 * ' * * » » * * seniority is retained 
to render a serve* which said Adult Education unit member is S e a t e d and 
competent to render, 
3. The District shall make assignments and real ignments fn such
 a manner that Adult 
fcducation unit membars who h a w a minimum of an eighteen (18) hour assignment 
shaH be retained to render any service which their seniority and qualifications entitle 
tnem to render. 
Exoeriencfl Cn^fft 
Status Adult Education unit members who serve 75 percent or more of the total hours of 
their assignment in Adult Education in a given school year shall be given a year of 
experience credit on the unit members' salary schedule. 
Evaluation 
1 - The performance evaluation of status Adult Education unit members shall follow 
the procedures in Article XV: Evaluation Procedures. 
2. ATI non-status Adult Education instructors may be evaluated. 
3. Representatives of A8CFT and the District wUI work jointly to develop an 
evaluation tool and timelines to address the unique needs of the Adult 
Education unit members. 
Health and Welfare Benefits 
See Article XI: Hearth and Welfare Benefits. 
Adult Education Calendar 
1 . An Adult School calendar, excluding Summer School, will be defined for all unit 
members in Adult Education. These calendars will be issued by June 1 of each 
year, wil l be tentative and such modifications, as needed, will be made no later 
than September 1. 
2- During thfl week preceding the beginning of the Adult Education fall semester, 
status Adult Education unit members assigned to the Computer Training Center 
and English as a Second Language programs will be scheduled for a minimum of 
fourteen (14) hours preparation/orientation of which a maximum of seven (7) hours 
may be scheduled for general staff meetings by the Adult School administration. 
Adult School administrators may at their discretion schedule the 14 hours of 
orientation/preparation other than during the week preceding the fall semester 
when it is of benefit to the Adult Education program and mutually agreed upon by 
the majority of affected unit members and the Adult School administration. Status 
and non-status unit members not covered by the preceding paragraphs may be 
scheduled on a voluntary basis and will be paid for preparation/ orientation. Time. 
date, and duration will be at the discretion of the Adult School administration. All 
unit members not in attendance will be given a written record of essential 
information* 
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3. On the last afternoon of scheduled instruction for the fall and spring semesters, 
status Adult Education Instructors assigned to Computer Training Center and 
English as a Second Language shall have a non-Instructional period. Said period 
shall extend from 12 noon to the end of the teachers' scheduled assignment for 
that location and day. Twenty-five percent of the time may be scheduled by the 
administrator in charge and 75 percent of that time Is to be used for evaluation, 
grading and other activities related t o the close of the semester or the opening of 
the next semester. Status and non-status Instructors not covered by this paragraph 
may be so scheduled by the administrator. 
Aduff Education Substitutes 
Adult Education unit members, status/non-status, win be called first to be utilized as 
substitutes within the Adult Education program based on credentials and experience to 
which they are assigned. Substitute hours shall not count toward achieving status, nor 
increase hours of status unit members- Unit Members desiring substitute hours must 
submit a request form. Compensation shall be based on the current Adult Education hourly 
rate of the unit member substituting. 
putvDay 
1 , Trie duty day for Aduft Education unit members shall be the number of paid hours 
assigned, during which time the unit member will perform instructional and 
non-instructional duties related to their Adult Education assignment. The following 
provisions of Article VIII. Duty Day, are not applicable to Adult Education Unit 
members: VIII A t, A.2, A .3 , A.4, A .5 , B.3, B,6, 8 .8 , B.9, B.IO. and B.12, C. 
2< Insofar as possible, the Adult Education unit members' duty day shall consist of a 
continuous assignment. Due to the unique nature of the Adult Education program, 
rt may be necessary to establish split schedules to meet program reouirements. 
Prior to the establishment of a split schedule, the responsible Adult Education 
administrator shall discuss alternatives and options with the unit memfcer. Where 
a split schedule is necessary, the following wil l apply unless the unit member 
voluntarily agrees to the split schedule, with the understanding that a statement 
signed by a unit member does nut waive these items: 
a. A split schedule wiU not include more than one unpaid period of time 
exclusive of lunch, dinner, or breaks. 
b* The unpaid period for split schedule will be a minimum of 3-111 hours, 
3. Provisions of this article 2,a. and b. do not apply to a status Adult Education unit 
member who is presently assigned to a split shift, or who has agreed to a split shift 
prior t o the 1980-83 contract, or been employed as a status teacher after the 
ratification of the 1986-89 contract, or who works a split schedule as a result of 
assignment in one or more programs in addition to ABC Adult Education. 
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0. Safer* 
1 . Adult Education unit members shall be compensated according to the following 
schedule: 
Step 1 625.73 
Step 2 20.20 
Step 3 26.46 
Step 5 26.78 
Step 7 27,09 
Step 9 27.46 
Step 11 27.72 
Step T3 27.98 
2 . Adult Education unit members employed during the winter break, spring break, or 
summer intersession win be entitled to compensation at the same Adult Education 
hourly rate to which the unit member would be entitled during the regular Adult 
Education school year. 
3. Adufr. Education unit members shall be entitled to one step advancement per year 
for each year of continuous service. The year oi service must be equivalent to 75 
percent of the weeks of the adopted Adult School calendar for the regular school 
year. 
P. Retirement 
1 . Status Adult Education teachers wil l have the same retirement benefits as the 
elementary and secondary teachers in the District. 
2. The District agrees that Status Adult Education unit members will be 
atfgible to receive the benefits as outlined in Board Policy 4117.1 (B)„ Early 
Retirement Incentive Program. 
ARTICLE Xflf: LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
A leave of absence is an authorization for a unit member to be absent from duty for an approved 
purpose and generally for a specific period of time. 
With the exception of any unpaid leave (see Article XIX, Section R, a leave protects the unit 
member by holding a place for such unit member in the District until the leave expires, w i th the 
right to return to the assignment he/she vacated at the conclusian of the leave, providing such an 
assignment is a part of the site's curricular program. If not, the unit member shall be reassigned 
by the District to an assignment similar to the one held at the time leave was granted. 
Unit members may request leaves of absence in accordance with the leave provisions. 
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Leaves of Absenca - Gt^nraF 
A- Leave* nf Absence (With PAV) 
1. Bereavement (page 601 
2. Serious/Critical Family Illness (page 60) 
3. illness or Accident (Sick Leave] (page 62} 
4 . Personal Necessity (page 63) 
5. Industrial Accident and Illness {Coordinated Pay) (page 64) 
6. Judicial (Coordinated Pay) (page 65} 
7. Maternity (page 66) 
8. Sabbatical (Half Pay) (page 67) 
9. Vacation for Child Development Program (page 72) 
B. Leaves of Absence (Without Pav) 
1. Child Care (page 73) 
2 . Graduate Study {page 73) 
3- Health (after exhaustion of aN sick leave benefits) (page 74) 
4. Peace Corps (page 74) 
5. Personal (page 75) 
6. Rest and Recuperation (page 75) 
7. Teaching Overseas or in a Foreign Country (page 76) 
8. Travei (page 76} 
9- Unauthorized (page 77) 
C- Leaves of Absence (Miscellaneous) 
1. Attendance Incentive Program {page 77} 
2. Sick Leave Bank {page 78) 
D. Benefits While On Paid Leaves Of Absence 
1. Unit members on approved paid leaves of absence will have the leave time count 
toward sick leave, step advancement, and eligibility for other leaves except that 
while on sabbatical leave unit members shall not earn sick leave benefits, 
2. Unit members on approved paid leaves of absence shall not be considered to have 
a break in service for purposes of participating in the Health and Welfare Benefits 
provided in Article XI with District paid premiums. 
E. Benefits WhHa On Unpaid Leaves Of Ah^pncc 
1. Unit members on approved unpaid leaves of absence shall not have the leave time 
count toward sick leave, step advancement- or eligibility for other leaves. Unit 
members on Peace Corps and Teaching Overseas leaves who otherwise meet 
eligibility requirements will have the leave time count toward step advancement. 
2. Unit members on approved unpaid leaves of absence will be eligible to participate 
in the health and welfare benefits of Article XI provided the unit member pays the 
full cost of premiums for self and for family members, if applicable- To remain 
eligible for participation„ the employee shall remit the full monthly premium to the 
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District one (1) month in advance of the month of the benefit coverage. Unit 
members who fail to remit the premiums as provided above may be deemed to be 
ineligible for further participation in the benefit program. Continuation of such 
participation shall be subject to the underwriting rules of the various insurance 
carriers. 
a. If a unit member serves one-half (1/2) or more of the duty days in a month 
in which an approved unpaid leave begins, the District will make its regular 
contribution to the unit member's health and welfare benefit coverage, at 
the first of the month following the start of the leave. Thereafter, the unit 
member may participate under the conditions enumerated in D.2. above. 
b. ff a unit member serves less than one-half (1/2) the duty days in a month 
in which an approved unpaid leave begins, the unit member will be 
responsible for the full amount of any monthfy premiums to be paid at the 
first of the month following the start of the leave, 
F. Unit members on unpaid leaves of absence who render service for 75 percent or more of 
the required time of service in a given school year will have the year count toward step 
(increment) advancement on the Salary Schedule. 
G- Unit members returning from unpaid leave shall be entitled to return to an assignment 
Similar to the one held at the time leave was granted. If an assignment still exists, then 
the unit member returning from leave witi be reassigned to the same school and 
assignment from which the leave was granted. If not, the unit member shall be reassigned 
by the District, 
H. Requests to return to service prior to the expiration date of an approved leave will be 
considered on the basis of District needs. The District shall not be under any obligation 
to permit an eaffy return from leave. 
L If a unit member fails to report for duty at the expiration of an approved leave without just 
cause, this shall be considered sufficient cause for dismissal. At the time the leave is 
granted the District will give written notification to unit members of this leave condition. 
J . While on an unpaid leave of absence or unauthorized leave, unit members shall hot be 
eligible to benefit from any paid leave of absence provided by this article except at the 
discretion of the District. 
K. Unpaid leaves shall not be extended except at the discretion of the District. Unit members 
shall return to work at the expiration of an approved leave or shall resign from the District. 
L. Reouegj Procedure for Pgip1 Leaygs of Absence 
1 . Unit members who need to take a leave of absence fo r Bereavement, Critical Family 
Illness, Industrial Accident or Illness. Jlfness or Accident, or Personal Necessity shall 
notify their immediate supervisor as soon as possible after the need becomes 
Known, 
a. Unit members, excluding Adult School, who do not know that they will 
need ta be absent until after 4:30 p.m, of the day preceding their absence 
shall notify the District Human Resources Office by calling the District's 
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"Electronic Secretary" a: least one and one-half (1-1/2) hours prior to the 
scheduled ieppiijnq tjme for the day of the emergency absence. 
1 > As soon as a unit member's work location is open for business, the 
unit member shall, if conditions permit, phone and give the following 
information: 
a) More details of length and reason for absence. 
b) Assignments for classes and helpful suggestions for the 
substitute. 
c) Location of grade book, seating chart, and lesson plans- If 
not at school, the grade book and lesson plans should be 
sent lo school. 
2. Unit members who need to take leave of absence for Judicial oi Maternity shall 
submit a request for such leave on the proper District form to the Human Resources 
Office through their immediate supervisor. 
a. Requests for Maternity leaves shall be made at least two {2J months prior 
to the commencement of such leaves, 
b. Requests for Judicial leaves shall be made as soon as possible after a unit 
member receives a Court Order to appear. 
3. Unit members who wish to request a Sabbatical leave of absence shall comply with 
Section D. of the Sabbatical leave, 
4 . Unit members requesting paid leaves of absence shall provide the following 
information in support of their request for such leave. 
a. Industrial Accident or Illness: A copy of any physician's statement relating 
to the accident or illness; and an Employer's Report of Occupational Injury 
or Illness. 
b. Judicial: Official notification to appear for jury duty or answer a subpoena 
as a witness in a major criminal or civil proceeding. 
C- Maternity: District Maternity Leave form completed by unit member's 
physician. 
Return to Service from Paid Leave of Absence 
1 . An absent unit member shall notify his/her immediate supervisor of his/her intention 
to return to duty by 1:45 p.m. of the day preceding his/her intended return. 
2. Ha unit member fails to notify his/her immediate supervisor by 1:45 p.m. of the 
day preceding his/her return, the unit member's substitute will be rehired for 
another day Of service. If a unit member shows for service without proper 
notification of his/her imentian to return, the unit member will not be permitted to 
return to work that day. 
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3. Upon return to service a unit member shalJ complete and submit a Certification of 
Absence form to his/her immediate supervisor stipulating the reason for the 
absence. 
4. Unit members returning to duty from illness involving surgery, serious illness, or 
extended absence shall be required to present a doctor's statement verifying 
medical release to return to duty, including any restrictions. 
5. If the absence is due to illness or injury and is five (5) or more days rn length* the 
District may require a statement from a medical doctor verifying the reason for the 
absence. The District may require such verification for an absence of less than five 
(5J days if the District has reason to believe that the absence may not have been 
used for proper Jeave purposes. 
Request for Unpaid Leaves of Absence 
1 . Unit members who wish to request a Child CareH Graduate Studies, Health. Peace 
Corps, Personal, Rest and Recuperation- Teaching Overseas, or Travel Jeave shatl 
submit a request for such leave on the proper District form to the Human Resources 
Office through their immediate supervisor, 
Unit members shall provide the following information in support of their request for 
leave. 
a. GigjIuatjL Studies: A listing of the program of graduate studies. 
b. Health: Physician's statement indicating a prognosis as to the duration of 
illness or expected time period for recovery from injury. 
c. Peace Corps: Verification of acceptance into the Peace Corps. 
d. Personal: A personal statement of the reason for requesting leave. 
e. Resj and Recuperation: Physician's statement verifying the need for rest 
and recuperation, 
f. Teaching Overseas; Verification of acceptance to teach overseas. 
g. Travel: Proposed travel plan. 
Return to Service from Unpaid Leave of Absence 
1. Unit members on Jeave during the first semester shall file a tetter of intent to return 
by December 15. 
2. Unit members on a year's leave of absence or longer or a second semester leave 
shall file a letter of intent to return by April 1 , 
3. Failure to notify the District by the above-mentioned dates regarding whether or not 
the unit member desires to return may result in termination of employment upon 
expiration of the leave-
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Bereavement - L ^ y e of Absence (With Pay] 
A. Definition 
1. A Bereavement Leave is a Jeave granted to a unft member due to the loss by death 
of a person closefy related by blood or marriage and as such considered a member 
of a unit member's "immediate family." 
2. "immediate family" shall be defined to include: 
Brother fBrother-in-law) 
Daughter (Stepdaughter, Foster Daughter, Daughter-in-law) 
Father (Stepfather, Foster Father) 
Father-in-law 
Granddaughter 
Grandfather 
Grandmotfwr 
Grandson 
Husband 
Mother {Stepmother, Foster Mother) 
Mother-in-law 
Sister (Sister-in-law) 
Son {Stepson, Foster Son, Son-in-law) 
Wife 
Or any person living in the immediate household of the unit member. Extenuating 
circumstances (e.g.- fiance/fiancee, very close friend, aunt, uncle, niece, and 
nephew) may be approved by the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or 
designee, 
3. The definition herein and above shall also be interpreted to include: 
a. Official Notice in time of war that a member of the "immediate family ' is 
"missing in action." 
b. Official notice that a deceased member of the immediate family is being 
returned by the armed forces for internment in this country, 
B, Compensation 
1 . Unit members shall be enti led to regular salary for a maximum of three (3) days' 
absence for each instance of absence due to bereavement or for a total of five (5) 
days if two (2) additional days are granted for travel. 
2 . Salary payment must be authorized by the unit member's immediate supervisor and 
reported on the monthly time report. 
Serious or Critical Family Illness - Leave of Absence IWrtti Fay) 
A. Definition 
1. A Serious or Critical Family Illness Leave is a leave granted to a unit member whose 
presence is needed because a member of his/her "immediate family" is seriously 
or critically ill. 
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"Serious of CritfcaJ jrjness" sha/1 be defined as one in which the illness may Jead to 
irreparable harm. Surgery wifJ be considered as fairing within the definition of 
'Serious or Critical llfness." 
2. "immediate family" is defined to include: 
Brother (Brother-in-law) 
Daughter (Stepdaughter, Foster Daughter, Daughter-in-law) 
Father (Stepfather, Foster Father) 
FatheMn-Faw 
Granddaughter 
Grandfather 
Grandmother 
Grandson 
Husband 
Mother (Stepmother, Foster Mother) 
MotheHn-law 
Sister (Sister-in-faw) 
Son (Stepson, Foster Son. Son-in-law) 
Wife 
Or any person living in the immediate household of the unit member. Extenuating 
circumstances (e.g., fiance/fiancee, very close friend, auntF uncle, niece, nephew) 
may be approved by the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or designee, 
3. The unit member shall provide verification by a physician's certification that the 
family illness is serious or critical in nature If the unit member's immediate 
supervisor has reason to believe that the leave benefit may not have been used for 
proper leave purposes. 
A unit member shall be entitled to three (3) days of paid leave for Serious or Critical Family 
Illness during anyone (1) year. Such leave is not accumulated. 
nsation 
All Status unit members shall be entitled to three (3) days of paid reave for Serious 
or Critical Family illness during any one (1) year. Such leave is not accumulated. 
a. Non-Status Adult School and Independent Study/Alternative Education 
Hourly teachers whose work schedules consist Of varying hours per day or 
days per week regardless of the number of hours or days per week shalf be 
entitled to pay for Critical Family lltoess Leave at a rate equal to the amount 
earned for an average work day within the current pay period. Such leave 
is not accumulated. 
Salary payment shall be authorized by the unit member's immediate supervisor and 
reported on the monthly time report. 
C, 
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Utaass or Accident ISicfc Leave) - Leave of Absence iWrth Fnvl 
A. Definition 
Sick Leave is a leave of absence granted to a unit member because of personal fflness or 
injury. 
h of Leave 
Unit members under a ten HO) month contract snail be allowed ten (tO) days of 
sick leave annually. Such leave, if unused, may be accumulated on an unlimited 
basis. 
Unit members under an eleven (11) month contract shall be allowed eleven f i l l 
days of sick leave annually, Such leaves, if unused, may be accumulated on an 
unlimited basis, 
Unit members under a twelve (12) month contract shall be allowed twelve (12) 
days of sick leave annually. Such leaves, if unused, may be accumulated on an 
unlimited basis. 
Unit members working at an hourly rate of pay during the summer and Winter and 
Spring iniersession shall be allowed one (1) hour of sick leave for every 18 hours 
of contracted service on an unlimited accumulated basis. Except for Adult School 
unit members, such hourly sick leave shall be credited In a separate bank, 
Hourly accumulated sick reave may not be used during the regular contract year but 
may be used when the unit member is serving at an hourly rate of pay during the 
summer 0 ' Winter and Spring intersessions. 
Unit members who teach an extra hourly class and Extended Day Care teachers 
shall be entitled 10 earn and use sick leave as if the extra assignment were included 
in the regular duty day. 
C. pporfnl Conditions 
1 . Sick leave for the current school year, intercession, or summer school need not be 
accrued prior to taking such leave by the unit member. Such leave may be taken 
at any time during the current contracted time of service provided such leave does 
not exceed sick leave benefit entitlement. 
2. A unit member serving pan-time shall only earn sick leave and be paid sick leave 
benefits in direct proportion to which the unit member's assignment relates to 
full-time service. 
3. If a unit member resigns, retires, or is terminated and has used more sick leave 
than was earned, the amount of pay for days used but not earned shall be 
deducted from the final warrant of the unit member. 
4 . Unit members must serve 75 percent or more of the number of days in the regular 
school year to earn a year of credit for the purpose of tenure. Time on sick leave 
shall not count as service toward acquiring permanency with the District. 
B. 
1 . 
2. 
4 . 
6. 
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D, Compensation 
1. When 3 unit member is absent from his/her duties because of illness or injury 
whether or not the absence arises 01* of or in the course of his/her employment, 
said unit member is paid: 
a. Full sararv for that period of his/her absence covered by his/her current and 
accumulated sick leave. 
b. Fifty percent (50%) of regular salary for 100 days after current and 
accumulated sick Feave have been expended* 
2. When a unit member has used all of his/her current sick leave, cumulative sick 
leave and 50 percent pay for 100 days and the employee is still unable to return 
to service- the employee will be placed on a Health Leave of Absence without pay. 
a. A Health Leave Without Pay initiated after 75 percent of a given school 
year has been completed, may be granted for the balance of the current 
year and one additional year. Extension of such leave shall be at the 
discretion of the District. 
:essjfv - Leave ofAbsence (With Pav> 
A. pefinftion 
A Personal Necessity Leave is a leave granted to a unit member for a maximum of seven 
(7) days, when the unft member believes that his/her absence from duty is necessary- This 
leave may not be used to participate in any concerted activities. 
B. Length of Leave 
1. No more than seven (7) days of Personal Necessity Leave may be allowed in any 
fiscal year^ This leave is nonaccumulative. 
2. The number of days of Personal Necessity Leave allowed shall be deducted from 
and may not exceed the number of full days of sick leave to which the unit member 
is entitled. 
3. Personal Necessity Leave must be taken in increments of not less than one-half 
(1/2) day. Aduft education unit members on hourly salary may take Personal 
Necessity Leave in increments of not fess than 1/4 hours. 
C. Compensation 
A unit member who is absent from his/her duties because of Personal Necessity Leave shall 
receive full salary for such absence rf that period does not exceed sick leave benefits to 
which the employee may be entitled. 
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D. Return to Service 
if the District has substantial reason to believe that this reave may have been used to 
participate in a concerted activity, rt may require documentation of the specific reason for 
the absence, 
Industrial Accident and Illness Leave (With Pavl 
A. Definition 
An Industrial Accident Leave is a leave granted to a unit member for each absence because 
of occupational rflness or injury which arose out of and in the course of school district 
employment and which qualifies under Worker's Compensation. 
B. Requirements 
1. The injury or illness was directly related to the performance of the unit member's 
duties in the District, 
2. The District has the right to have the unit member examined by a physician 
designated by the District to assist in determining the length of time during which 
the unit member wifl be temporarily unable to perform assigned duties and the 
degree to which a disability ts attributable to the injury involved. 
C* Length of Leave 
1. Such leave shall commence from the first day of absence resulting from industrial 
accident or illness but shall not exceed 60 working days (when the unit member 
would have been performing his/her duties) for one accident, and shall not extend 
beyond the last day for which temporary disability indemnity is received. The 
allowance is reduced by one day for each day of absence resulting from the 
industrial accident or illness, regardless of any award made under Worker's 
Compensation laws, 
2 . The 60 days is not accumulative from year to year, in case the absence extends 
into the following year only tfie unused amount of leave for the same industrial 
accident is available. 
D, Payment 
1 . Before salary payments can be made, a Worker's Compensation accident report 
must be on file in the Business Office. 
a. Temporary disability indemnity checks snail be made out to the employee. 
The District, in turn, will issue appropriate salary warrants, excluding the 
amount of the temporary disability. The warrants issued by the District are 
subject to retirement and other authorized deductions* 
b. During the maximum 60-day absence, the unit member shall receive full 
pay. The amount of the temporary disability check from the Compensation 
Fund plus the wanam issued by the District shall not exceed the unit 
member's full salary. Such payment wilt not be charged against the 
6 0 
employee's accumulated iHness balance. If the 60 day maximum is 
exceeded, the unit member must start drawing the regular sick benefits to 
which s/he may be entitled, 
E- Effect on Sick Legye 
1. Time on industrial Accident or Illness Leave win not constitute a break in service; 
the first 60 days is not charged against sick leave. 
F, Absence after Sixtieth Working Pav 
1. If the Industrial Accident or Illness Leave should extend beyond sixty working days. 
the employee must use sick leave to which he/she Is entitled, 
2 . A unit member shall be entitled to use only so much of his/her accumulated or 
available sick leave which, when added to the worker's compensation, award, 
provide for g lull day's wage or salary. 
3. Unrt members who exhaust an current and accumulated sick leave and who are 
entitled to 50 percent sick leave pay will receive the workers' compensation 
payment directly from the Worker's Compensation Fund plus the remainder of the 
50 percent entitlement on a warrant issued by the District. 
a. Unit members shall be entitled to only that portion of the 50 percent sick 
leave pay which, when added to the workers' compensation award, 
provides a total amount of pay which does not exceed full salary. 
4 . After expiration of all paid leave, a unit member who is unable to return to work as 
determined by a licensed physician may be granted a personal leave without pay 
for a period not to exceed one year. The board may renew the personal leave for 
an additional period of one year or lesser leave periods that it may provide. 
3. Activities WhBe on Leave 
1 . An Industrial Accident Leave period begins on the first day for which injury or 
illness is claimed and extends through the last day for which injury or illness rs 
claimed, if. between these two dates, a unit member initiates any new gainful 
employment, s/he shall be required to forfeit any injury pay received from the 
District under this leave. 
2, A unit member on Industrial Accident Leave shall remain within the state unless the 
District authorizes travel outside the state, 
Judicial - Leave of Absence ICoordinated Ppv) 
A, Definition 
A judicial duly leave is a leave granted to a unit member to serve as juror or answer 
subpoena as a witness in a major criminal or civil proceeding when an official notification 
requiring such duty has been received. 
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B. B i ^b i i t v 
This leave shall not be applicable to nonstatus Adult School teachers. 
C. Length of Leave 
Leave shall be granted for the period of time directed by the court. 
D. Compensation 
A unit member shaft receive his/her regular salary while on judicial leave. Any jury duty or 
witness fees received by the unit member shall be endorsed and remitted to the District 
other than mileage reimbursement. A court attendance report shaft also be submitted at 
the end of each calendar month. 
E. A leave of absence wjthout pay may be granted to a certificated unit member who is 
officially called for jury duty. If the jury duty is served, sme may keep all juror fees and 
mileage. However, a unit member may choose to serve during his/her off-duty or vacation 
days. 
Maternity - Leave of Absence IVVith Pav> 
A. Definition 
A Maternity Leave is a leave granted to a unit member during the time she must absent 
herself from her duties because of disability resulting from pregnancy of convalescence 
following childbirth. Sick leave (with pay) win be allowed for the period of physical 
disability provided the dates of disability are certified by the employee's physician and 
otherwise meet the provisions specified below. 
B. Efioibftv 
A unit member shall only be efigible to use sick leave benefits under thjs leave policy when 
the unit member is on a working paid status immediately prior to starting the maternity 
leave. 
C. Steps t o be Followed in Requesting Maternity Leave yf Absence 
1. Pregnant unit members shaJI promptly notify the District (immediate supervisor and 
personnel office) at least two months prior to the anticipated beginning of her 
absence (except in an emergency) to enable the District to make advance 
preparation for substitute employees. 
2. Immediately prior to absenting herself from work due to disability, a pregnant unit 
member shall: 
a. Secure from her immediate supervisor a district Request for Leave of 
Absence Form and a district form for the attending physician's report. 
b. Complete and submit to her immediate supervisor the request for leave form 
along with the district form completed by a licensed physician stating the 
beginning date of physical disability, the date of the expected birth, and the 
€2 
date following delivery when she will be physically able to resume her 
duties. 
D, Compensation 
A unit member on maternity leave shall have the option of using sicfc leave to which she 
may be entitled during the period her physician certifies that she is physically unabte to 
perform her regular duties, 
Use of sick leave for Maternity Leave of Absence shall be in accordance with Illness or 
Accident Leave of Absence. 
E. Venflcfltfon Jo Return to Service 
Jf the District has reason t o believe that a unit member requesting to return to duty is not 
in {food health, she wHI not DC allowed to return to service until she presents to the Human 
Resources Office a certificate of good health from her attending physician. 
Sahbatigil - LpavejJf Absence (With Half Pay] 
A. Definition 
1 . Sabbatical Leave is a leave of absence which may be granted to a unit member by 
the Board of Education for the purpose of permitting f g jma l j t udy , independent 
study or research, travei, or a combination leave which will benefit the schools and 
pupils of the District. 
a. Sgfrbatrcal Leave for ForroaF Study is a leave of absence granted for full-time 
graduate study- Courses which are undertaken for the purpose of meeting 
Sabbatical Leave requirements must: 
(1} be taken in residence at an accredited institution of higher learning; 
{2} be a program of graduate studies or new area of certification; 
(3) relate to the present or prospective service of the employee; 
(4) be initialed subsequent to the filing and approval of the leave 
request; 
{&} be completed with a passing grade for which unit credit is allowed; 
(6) meet the minimum load requirements for each semester of leave as 
follows: 
One Semester Leave: An official full program of graduate 
studies for the respective institution 
being attended-
Two Semester Leave: An official full program Of graduate 
studies for the respective institution 
being attended. 
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b- Sabbatical Leave far Independent Study or Research. Such leave is based 
upon a program of independent study or research relating to tfte present or 
prospective service of the applicant which promises professional values 
equivalent to that derived from formal study at recognized educational 
institutions. 
C- gabbat i^ l Laavg for Educational Travel is one during which a unit member 
engages in planned educational travel for at least 60 percent of the leave 
period. Travel is considered educational if it results in 3 significant 
contribution to professional growth. It is expected that this growth will be 
certified by means of the required report and wil? be reflected in subsequent 
assignments. 
d» gabbatted Leave Combination Type is one in which the unit member will 
undertake a combination of travel and formal or independent study. One 
calendar month of travel will be considered equivalent to t w o semester 
units of university work- In this case, the unit member must meet the 
minimum load requirement in formal study for each semester of leave as 
specified above. 
BiQibTlty Jteouirements 
1 „ A Sabbatical Leave may be granted to a full-time unit member if the unit member 
has rendered satisfactory service to the District under a regular credential for at 
least seven consecutive years preceding the Sabbatical Leave. 
2 . TT»e unit member must be able to render a minimum of t w o full years of service 
after his/ner return from a Sabbatical Leave. The unit member must be able to 
begin his/her second year of service following his/her leave before reaching age 65. 
3. The District reserves the right to demand a physician's statement attesting to the 
state of the physical and mental health of the employee, if deemed necessary. 
Criteria for Granting Leaves 
1 . In case more applications are received than can be granted under these regulations, 
precedence shall be determined as follows: 
a. Relative value t o the District of the proposed program of those applying for 
leave. 
b. Seniority. 
c. Reasonable distribution of leaves by school. 
d . Securing a satisfactory replacement. 
e. Whether or not the applicant has previously been granted a Sabbatical 
Leave. 
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D. Application for Sabbatical Lepye 
1. Applications for Sabbatical Leaves must be submitted on forms provided by the 
Human Resources Office and must be filed In the Human Resources Office by 
February 15 for leaves to be taken during the following fiscal year, or by October i 
for leaves to be taken during the second half o f the fiscal year. 
2. Applications must include a complete outline oJ the proposed sabbatical program 
and a statement of the way in which the program will benefit the schools and 
pupils of the District. 
3. Request for Sabbatical Leave for Formal Study shall include the following: 
a. Name of the institution which wtfl be attended; 
b. Number of units which will be cameo"; 
c. Whether a degree will be received; 
d. A listing of the courses which will be taken. 
4. Request for Sabbatical Leave for Independent Study or Research shall include: 
a. A description of the study or research project which will be undertaken. 
b. The way in which the research wil l be completed. 
c. The contacts which will be made and the way in which these contacts will 
be made. 
d. The specific itinerary. 
e. The specific values t o be derived for the District and the unit member and 
any other pertinent information. 
5. Request for Sabbatical Leave for Travel shall include: 
a. A detailed statement of the proposed itinerary, 
b. The way in which the travel will relate to the school work of the unit 
member. 
c. A statement of the educational growth which is believed will be derived 
from the travel. 
d . A calendar plan showing at least 60 percent of the leave in residence in a 
foreign country or iri travel. 
6. Request for Sabbatical Leave Combination sha/l indude specific points required 
under respective leaves hereinbefore, 
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The unit member, at the time of application, must submit as pan of his/her 
application a fetter of intent stating his/her commitment to return and fuHill two full 
years of teaching within the District if granted a sabbatical leave. 
leal Leave Committae 
All requests for Sabbatical Leave shall be reviewed by a Sabbatical Leave 
Committee, 
The Sabbatical Leave Committee shall review the applicant's service record and 
details in the application for leave, as well as carefully weigh the ways in which the 
leave will benefit the schools and pupils of the District. 
Members of the Committee shall include three (3) management employees 
appointed by the Superintendent of the District arid shall include three (3) unit 
members appointed by the Union. The Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources 
or designee will serve as chairperson. 
F. Lenoth of Leave 
1. Sabbatical Leave shall be granted for not less than one (1) full semester nor more 
than two (2) semesters. Leave for a fractional part of a semester shall not be 
permitted, 
2. A unit member employee requesting a leave for the second semester of any school 
year must have served a minimum of 80 percent of the days of the first semester 
of that school year. 
G. Extent and Patrfbution of Leaves 
1. The total number of Sabbatical Leaves granted during a school year shall not 
exceed 1 percent (1.0%| of the total number of unit members. 
2. Not more than two (2) unit members from any one school/work location may be on 
sabbatical leave at any one t ime. 
3. The Board of Education reserves the right to modify the number of sabbatical 
leaves or suspend the granting of such leaves in a given year depending on budget 
requirements and available tax resources. The Board shall annually review such 
suspension or modification of Sabbatical Leaves. 
H, Compensation 
1. Compensation for unit members on Sabbatical Leave shall be one-half <50%) of the 
base salary which the unit member would have received had s/he remained in 
active service. 
a. The base salary does not include any prorated or lump sum supplemental 
pay for extra duty or special assignment, 
] 7. 
E. 
3-
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ffabbajical Payment Plan 
1 . The unh member may elect to receive compensation under either Plan A or Ptan B: 
a. Plan A: Salary for Sabbatical Leave shall be paid in two equal installments 
during the first two years following the return from the leave. The first 
installment shall be paid at the end of the year (June 30) following the 
return of the unit member to duty. The second installment shall be paid at 
the end of the second year after the return of the unit member from such 
leave. 
b, P jan j j : Salary for a Sabbatical Leave shall be paid in the same manner as 
if the unit member were on regular duty. 
It is the unit member's responsibility to furnish a suitable bond* 
indemnifying the Governing Board against loss in the event the unit member 
falls to retirrn and render at least two years' service or fails to satisfactorily 
carry o m the programs outlined in the leave agreement. 
"Such bond shall be exonerated in the event the failure of the unit member 
to return and render such two years' service is caused by the death or 
physical or mental disability of the unit member. 
2. In the event the recipient of the Sabbatical Leave 'ails to satisfactorily carry out the 
program outlined in the leave agreement, said unit member forfeits any salary pay 
during the sabbatical leave. 
Effect on Retirement 
1 . Service for retirement will be credited in the proportion the compensation paid 
during leave bears to the compensation the unit member would have received had 
s/he been employed on a full-time basis. The District's STRS contribution will be 
prorated and based on the compensation paid, 
a. A unit member may receive full-time service credit for the period' of a 
sabbatical leave providing s/he pays to STRS additional contributions based 
on the compensation which is the difference between compensation earned 
and the compensation earnabte during the period of Sabbatical Leave. In 
this case, the unit member shall make a full contribution based on the unit 
member's earnabte pay and also pay the difference between the District's 
prorated contribution and the fulJ contribution the District would have made 
Med the unit member continued in fyll-time service. 
ReoUFTed Report 
1 . Each unit member who has been on Sabbatical Leave shall file with the Sabbatical 
Leave Committee a written report not Eater than 30 days after return to active duty. 
2. Such report shall contain detailed data as to the activities of the unit member, 
together with the unit member's appraisal of the professional value of the 
experience gained while on leave, the manner in which such experience or 
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which the unit member is located and any other data deemed necessary by the 
Committee for a satisfactory report. 
a. For a Study Leave an official transcript showing all courses completed and 
degrees granted must be submitted. 
b. Reports on independent study or research, travel, or combination leave 
must be typewritten in thesis form. 
3. The unit member shall not be considered as having completed the requirements of 
a Sabbatical Leave until his/her report has been approved by the Sabbatical Leave 
Committee and the Superintendent. 
L. Return to Service 
A unit member returning from a Sabbatical Leave shall return to the same school or 
department and to an assignment which is the same or similar to the one held when the 
leave was granted. 
M. Accident or Illness 
1 . Interruption of the program of study or travel caused by serious injury or illness 
during a Sabbatical Leave shall not be considered failure to fulfill the conditions of 
study or travel upon which such leave was granted nor shalE such interruption 
affect the compensation to be paid such unit member under the terms of the leave 
agreement, provided: 
a. Notification as soon as practicable of injury or illness during Sabbatical 
Leave is given to the Superintendent by means of registered or certified 
letter; and 
b. Written evidence verifying the interruption of the program of travel or study 
due to serious injury or illness is filed with the Human Resources Office. 
c. A Sabbatical Leave cannot be changed to an Illness Leave before the 
expiration date of the Sabbatical Leave. The leave shall change to a 
personal leave without pay. 
2. In the event of interruption of the program, the unit member may reapply for an 
extension to be completed during the following year. 
N. Change of Leave 
If a unit member requests to change from a Sabbatical Leave, it shall be changed to a 
Personal Leave without pay. 
Vacation for Child Davalopment Program 
Eleven month Infant Center teachers shall be provided 22 paid vacation days. Twelve 
month Child Development Program Teachers shall be provided with 24 paid vacation days. 
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Child Care Leave of Absence (Wrthoyt Pgvl 
A. Definition 
A chiM cafe leave is a non-paid leave of absence which may be granted to a unit member 
for the purpose of caring for a child. 
B, EBoJbilfty 
This leave shall not be applicabfe to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers, except those who have been in continuous 
employment in the Adult Education Program end/or the Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly Program for at least three (31 years-
Child Care Leave of Absence may be granted for a maximum of the remainder of the 
current school year and an additional school year. The unit member's return to service 
shall be scheduled to coincide with the beginning of a student reporting period. 
D. Compensation 
No salary wil l be paid by the District to a unit member on a Child Care Leave of Absence. 
Graduate gtudy Leave g j AbsenceLflViigguj_Fay) 
A. Definition 
A Graduate Study Leave is a non-paid leave of absence which may be granted to a unri 
member to pursue a program of graduate study of six or more units per semester or the 
equivalent in residence in an accredited institution of higher learning. Correspondence 
courses are not acceptable for leave purposes-
B. BigjpjfitY 
1 . Unit members must hold permanent states in the District to be eligible for a 
Graduate Study Leave of Absence. 
2. This leave shaft not be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers except those who have been in 
continuous employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent 
Study/AHernaiive Education Hourly Program for at least three (31 years, 
C. Length of Leave 
Leave may be granted for a minimum of one (1) semester or a maximum of two {2] 
semesters. 
ID. Compensation 
No salary will be paid by the District to a unit member on a Graduate Study Leave of 
Absence. 
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Health Leave - Leave of Absence [Without Pav) 
A. Definition 
A Health Leave {Without Pay} is a leave which may be granted to a unit member who has 
exhausted all Sick Leave benefits and is unable to return to service due to personal illness 
or injury. 
B. Eligibility 
This leave shall not be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers except those who have been in continuous 
employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent Study/Alternative 
Hourly Program for at least three (3) years. 
C, Lanoth of Leave 
A Health Leave {Without Pay) initiated after the unit member has completed 75 percent of 
a given school year may be granted leave for the balance of the year and one n J additional 
year. Further extension of such leave shall be at the discretion of the District. 
D. Compensation 
No salary will be paid by the District to a unit member while on a Health Leave of Absence. 
Peace Corps - Leave of Absence (Whhqut Pav) 
A. Definition 
A Peace Corps Leave of Absence is an unpaid leave of absence which may be granted to 
a unit member to accept an appointment to serve in the Peace Corps. 
B. EiigJbaftv 
1. A unit member must hold permanent status in the District to be eligible for a Peace 
Corps Leave of Absence. 
2. This leave shall not be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Atternative Education Hourly teachers except those who have been in 
continuous employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourty Program for at least three (3) years. 
C. Length of Leave 
Leave may be granted for a minimum of one (1} semester or maximum of four [4] 
semesters. 
D. Compensation 
No salary will be paid by the District to the unit member on a Peace Corps Leave of 
Absence. 
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A. Definition 
A Personal Leave of Absence is a leave of absence which may be granted to a unit member 
for personal reasons if such leave does not adversely affect the schools and students of 
the District. The granting of such leave shall be at the discretion of the District. 
B. ElMbiKtv 
1 * Unit member shall hold permanent status in the District to be eligible for a Personal 
Leave (Without Pay). 
2 . This leave shall not be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers except those who have been in 
continuous employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent 
Student/Alternative Education Hourly Program for at least three (3) years. 
C. Luncith of Leave 
A Personal Leave may be granted for a minimum of one {1} semester and maximum of one 
(1) school year unless the unit member applies and is granted an extension at the sole 
discretion of the District. 
D. Compensation 
No salary will be paid by the District to the unit member while on a Personal Leave of 
Absence. 
Special note ort a short-term personal leave {without pay) Unit members who wish to take 
a personal leave (without pay) for ten {10) days or less Shall make an oral request to their 
immediate supervisor. The granting of such leave shall be at the sole discretion of the 
immediate supervisor. Decisions maybe appealed to the district administration. 
Best and Recuperation__- Leave of AbsencejWithout Pavi 
A. Definition 
A Rest and Recuperation Leave of Absence is a leave of absence which may be granted 
to a unit member who, in the opinion of a physician, is not ill enough to qualify for Health 
Leave but needs to rest and recuperate. 
6. Efiqibffitv 
1 . A unit member shall hold permanent status in the District to be eligible for a Rest 
and Recuperation Leave. 
2. A physician's statement verifying the need for the leave must be attached io the 
leave request. 
3. This leave shall net be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers, except those who have been in 
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continuous employment in the Adult Education Program end/or the Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly Program for at least three (3) years. 
C, Length of Leave 
1 . If a unit member has given service for 75 percent of the then current school year, 
Jeave for rest and recuperation may be granted for the remaining portion of a 
current school year and for one subsequent school year, 
2. If service for 75 percent of the then current schoot year has not been rendered. 
then leave may only be for the balance of the current year. 
D, Compensation 
No salary will be paitf by the District to the unit member while on a Rest and Recuperation 
Leave of Absence. 
Teaching Overseas or in a Foreign Country - Leava of Absence (Without Pav) 
A. Definition 
A Teaching Overseas or in a Foreign Country Leave of Absence is a non-paid leave of 
absence which may be granted to permit a unit member to teach overseas or in a foreign 
country, 
B. ElJaibiRtv 
1. Unit members shall hold permanent status in the District to be eligible for an 
Overseas Teaching or Teaching in a Foreign Country Leave of Absence. 
2, This leave shall not be applicable to Non-status Adult School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers, except those who have been in 
continuous employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent 
Student/Alternative Education Hourly Program for at least three (3) years. 
C- Length of Leave, 
Leaves for service in Overseas Teaching or Teaching in a Foreign Country may be granted 
for a maximum period of two (2) years. 
D. Compensation 
No salary wil l be paid by the District for the period of service covered by the Overseas or 
Foreign Country Teaching Leave of Absence. 
Travel - Leave of Absence fWnhout Pavl 
A, Definition 
A Travel Leave of Absence is a non-paid leave which may be granted to enable a unit 
member to travel. 
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B. Eligibility 
1 , A unit member must hold permanent status in the District to be eligible for a Travel 
Leave. 
2. This leave shall not be applicable to Non-status AduJt School and/or Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers, except those who have been in 
continuous employment in the Adult Education Program and/or the Independent 
Student/Alternative Education Hourly Program for at least three {3} years, 
C. Length of Leave 
Leave may be granted for a minimum of one (1) semester and maximum of one (1} school 
year unless the unit member applies and is granted en extension at the sole discretion of 
the District. 
D. Compensation 
No salary will be paid by the District to the unit member while on a Travel Leave. 
Unauthorized Leave 
A- Unauthorized leave is defined as unauthorized use of any of the foregoing leave policies. 
B. DisriDEnarv Action 
Unauthorized leave shall constitute a breach of contract and, therefore, may result in the 
initiation of dismissal procedures, loss of salary, or such action as may be deemed 
appropriate by the District in accordance with the Education Code, 
1. A unit member shall receive as salary only an amount that bears the same ratio to 
the established annual salary as the time s/he serves bears to the required days of 
service. No salary shall be issued to a unit member for the time s/he is on an 
unauthorized leave. 
MisceManeous 
A. Attendance Incentive Program 
The unit member's annual accrual of sick leave days, of which seven (7) may be used for 
Personal Necessity, may be used for the Attendance Incentive Program 
in order to be eligible to participate in this program, an employee must have saved five (5) 
or more of their current annually accrued sick leave days. They shall receive one half of 
the substitute's daiJy rate of pay for each day saved. Each day of sick leave used In the 
incentive plan wifl be deducted from the accrual. 
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B. Sick Lftovc Bank 
1 . Preamble 
a. Pursuant to the agreement reached between ABC FT and the District as 
contained in Article XIX: Leaves of Absence, Section "Miscellaneous/ B, 
Sick Leave Bank, of the Agreement Between ABCFT and the ABC Unified 
School District, July 1, 1997 - June 30, 2000, the following will serve as 
procedures to implement referenced contract language. 
b. Eligible employees who suffer a catastrophic illness or event, pursuant to 
the procedures and requirements contained in Education Code 44043.5, 
which causes an extended leave of absence shall be eligible recipients of 
the benefits pursuant to these procedures. 
c. This Memorandum of Understanding shall expire on June 30, 2000, unless 
extended by mutual agreement by the parties. 
2. Eligibility 
a. Participation in the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank shall be voluntary, 
but permitted for all individuals included in the bargaining unit. 
b. The use of this Catastrophic lllness/Ev&nt Leave Bankshall only be available 
to those unit members who have made a donation to the Bank. 
c. A unit member must have at least three 13) years of sen/ice from date of 
hire and have at least twenty (20) days o i sick leave accrued remaining 
after donating to the Sank, 
d. To establish initial enrollment in the Bank, each unit member must pledge 
one (!) day per year. 
e. In the event a unit member anticipates leaving the employment of the 
District, that will not bar the unit member from instituting membership in 
the Bank. 
f. A Leave of Absence will not constitute a break in membership in the Bank, 
g. Unit members must contribute a minimum of one (1} day per year to 
maintain eligibility. 
h, An exception to 2.1 shall be any unit member who was absent due to an 
approved catastrophic illness/event under these procedures at the time of 
the adoption of these procedures. 
i. An exception to 2.1 shall be any unit member who was deemed ineligible 
to contribute to the Bank at its initial inception due to an on-going 
catastrophic illness, makes application to the Bank and is accepted as a 
recipient by the Review Committee. 
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j , Part Time Employees: Contributions to the Bank as well as days of 
utilization for pan-time employees shall be credited on a pro-rata basis-
Governance of Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank 
a. In the first year of operation, the Review Committee may not consider any 
applications until at least one hundred (100) days have been pledged. 
b, The governing body of the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank shall.be 
the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank Review Committee. 
c- The Catastrophic Illness Event Leave Bank Review Committee shall consist 
of three (3) members of ABCFT, appointed by the ABC FT Executive Board 
and the Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources or designee. One 
alternate member shall be appointed by the ABCFT Executive Board and 
shall attend the meetings of the Committee as a non-voting member unless 
he/she is designated to vote in the absence of another ABCFT-appointed 
member of the Committee, One alternate member shall be appointed by the 
Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources and shall attend the meetings 
of the Committee as a non-voting member unless he/she is designated to 
vote in the absence of the Assistant Superintendent Human Resources or 
designee. An individual from Fiscal Services, Payroll Department shall serve 
on the Committee in an advisory capacity and have no voting authority. 
d, ABCFT will develop the rules and procedures for appointment of individuals 
to the Committee and the terms they will serve. 
e, All applications must include medical verification. The Review Committee 
may requite verification of need for sick leave days beyond a doctor's 
certification {e.g. a letter explaining the specific nature of the problem 
and/or evidence that the applicant was indeed home Sick or following a 
legitimate regime outlined by a doctor). The Review Committee shall have 
the authority to accept evidence from other sources that the individual did 
not require sick leave days and may reclaim days granted if need is not 
satisfactorily verified. 
f, It will be at the discretion of the Review Committee, in consultation with 
the District, to determine to absolve the Bank-
g, It will be at the discretion of the Review Committee, in consultation with 
the District, to determine changes in the membership procedures, 
Solicitation of Donations 
a. Contributions for the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank shall be donated 
during a ten {10) working day window, commencing on the third Monday 
in October. 
b. At the beginning of the contribution period, the Human Resources office 
shall send to each bargaining unit member a notice outlining the 
Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank program and a "Catastrophic 
HIness/Event Leave Bank Contribution" form. All contributions must be 
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received by the Human Resources office by the last day of the ten (10) 
working day window period. 
C. The maximum number of days which can be contributed in any one O ) year 
will not exceed one (1). 
d. For the purposes of these procedures, 'working day" is defined as days the 
District Office is regularly open for business. 
5. Request Procedure 
a. Unit members who suffer a catastrophic Illness or event which results in the 
employee using all available paid leave, shall become eligible to use the 
Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank, subject to the restrictions and 
conditions outlined herein, 
b. Any unit member wishing to use this Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank 
shall submit a "Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank Request for 
Withdrawal" form- This form shall be submitted to the Human Resources 
office and to the ABCFT office. The request shall state the maximum 
number of days being requested by the employee. 
c. All contributions shall be irrevocable, and shall be by the unit member filing 
a "Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank Contribution" form. The form 
shall dearly state that the sick leave days being donated are irrevocably 
given to the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank, and cannot be rescinded 
for any reason whatsoever. 
d. A donation to the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank shall be a general 
donation, and shall not be donated to a specific employee for his/her 
exclusive use. 
e. If more than one first-time applicant is being considered at the same time 
and there are not enough days in the Bank to fill each request, the available 
days will be divided equally or proportionately, as is consistent with the 
requests, between or among the applicants. 
f. h is understood that if the Review Committee deems the Bank inoperable, 
any days remaining in the Bank would be rebated equally to individuals 
currently members of the Bank. 
g . Approval of any request made to the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank 
Review Committee shall be final and binding. 
h. Decisions by the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank Committee shall not 
be subject to the grievance procedure of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement in force between the District and ABCFT. 
L Any one time exceptions to these procedures must be submitted in writing 
and approved by the Review Committee, the ABCFT Executive Board and 
the Superintendent or designee. 
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6. Utilization of Pays 
a. The maximum number of days allowed to be utilized by one employee for 
a single catastrophic illness or event shall not exceed twenty (20) days or 
fifty percent (50%J of the total available Bank, whichever is tess. An 
employee may reapply for a additional twenty (20) days or f i f ty percent 
{50%) of the total available Bank, whichever is less. No employee will 
qualify for more than a total of forty (40) days for any one catastrophic 
illness or event in any fiscal year, 
b. If a unit member uses a day from the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank, 
pay foi" that day shall be the same pay the employee would have received 
had the employee worked that day. 
c. Unit members who are granted use Of Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank 
Days shall be considered in regular paid status during such use. 
d. Any days allocated to a unit member by the Review Committee from the 
Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank that are unused by the unit member 
shall be returned to the Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave Bank. 
7. Exclusions 
a. Pending and/or approved workers' compensation claims shall normally be 
excluded from the benefits of the available Catastrophic Illness/Event Leave 
Bank. 
ARTICLE XX: SUPPORT OF THE CONTRACT 
The Board and the Union agree that it is to their mutual benefit to encourage the resolution of 
problems or concerns through the negotiation process. Therefore, it is agreed that the Board and 
the Union will support this Contract for i ts term as a demonstration of their cooperation and 
consistency to this end, 
ARTICLE XXI: SAVINGS 
A. if any provisions of this Contract and/or applications thereof am held to be contrary to law 
by the Public Employment Relations Board or a court of competent jurisdiction, or are 
suspended during an emergency, such provisions or applications shall not be deemed valid 
and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions shall continue 
in full force and effect. 
B< The Union and the District shall meet to renegotiate said provisions within 30 calendar 
days of the invalidation of any provision. 
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ARTICLE XXII: CONCERTED ACTIVITIES 
A. It is agreed and understood that there will be no strike, work stoppage, or slowdown by 
the Union during the term of this Contract nor will there be compliance with the request 
of other labor organizations to engage in such activities. 
B. To this end, the Union recognizes its duty and obligation to comply with the provisions of 
this Contract and to make reasonable effort toward ensuring that unit members comply, 
In the event of a strike, work stoppage, or slowdown by unit members, the Union agrees 
in good faith to take all reasonable steps necessary to cause those unit members to cease 
such action. 
C. It is understood that in the event paragraphs A or B of this Article are violated by the 
Union, the District shall be entitled to withdraw any rights, privileges, or services provided 
for m this Contract. 
D. Unit members engaging in unauthorized leave with regard to strike, work stoppage, or 
slowdown may be subject to discipline up to and including termination by the District under 
the provisions of the Education Code, 
E. In the absence of any concerted activities on the part of the Union, the District will not 
engage in any lockout of unit members for the duration of this Contract. 
ARTICLE XXIH: MISCELLANEOUS 
A. Any individual contract between the Board and an individual unit member heretofore 
executed shall be subject to and consistent with the terms of this Contract- If an individual 
contract contains any language inconsistent with this Contract, this Contract, during "its 
duration, shall be controlling, 
B. This Contract shall supersede any rules, regulations, or practices of the Board which shall 
be contrary to or inconsistent with rts terms. 
C. Within thirty (30) days of ratification of the Contract by both parties, herein, the District 
shall have 2,000 8-1/2" x 1 1 " copies, prepared and delivered to the Union for distribution 
to each unit member. 
D. Any resignation tendered by a unit member may be revoked until accepted by the 
Superintendent or designee unless superseded by the Board of Education. 
E. Unit members shall be given an opportunity to provide input regarding site budget 
allocations at a voluntary staff meeting scheduled by the site or program administrator in 
May of each school year. 
1. A monthly printed budget master and a chart of accounts shall be made available 
to unit members upon request. 
F. Procedure^ for Summer School Hiring 
1. Applications will go out to sites by the first working day of March. 
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2. Teachers will hand deliver completed applications bv The 15 day of March to 
Human Resources. The District will date stamp the application for verification. 
On the end of the 4th working day* the district will give the Union a list of all 
teachers who submitted applications. 
Late applications will be considered on an "as needed basis only" after all other 
applications have been considered. 
a* The teacher is committed to working the entire term of summer school. 
b. If a teacher is absent, absence is due to illness or personal necessity; not 
as a result of school or district business, 
3. District wiJI review all applications for previous summer school experience. 
Teachers with the most recent experience wiN be hired last. The same process 
applies to summer programs requiring special credentials i.e: Special Education, 
Bilingual. 
4 . Teachers will be selected by the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources or 
designee and summer school principals, 
5. Teachers will be notified by the last working day of April if they were selected to 
teach summer school. Teachers who were not selected can contact the district 
personnel office for an explanation, 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly 
1 . Unit members employed in the Independent Study/Atternative Education Hourly 
shall be covered by the Articles of this Contract unless otherwise covered in this 
Article-
2. Definitions 
a. FuH-Timq Independent Study/Alternative Education HouHv Unit Member 
Thirty-six 136) hours per week shall be considered a full-time assignment in 
the Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly program. Hours 
assigned over 36 will be considered an extra-pay assignment. 
b. Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly Unit Member 
[probationary or permanent 1 
Any person who is employed to teach Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly classes for more than 60 percent of the hours per week 
considered a full-time assignment in Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly shall be classified as a status Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit member. 
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C Non-status Independent StudWAhemative Education Hourly Member 
{Temporary) 
Any person who is employed to teach Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly classes for not more than 60 percent of the hours per 
week considered a full-time assignment in Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly shall be classified as a Non-status Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit member, 
3. Posting of Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly Vacancies 
a. The District will post Status Independent Study/Alternative Education 
Houdy vacancies and Non-status Independent Study/Alternative Education 
Houdy vacancies which have a minimum of eighteen (18) hours in the same 
manner in which regular school vacancies are posted. 
b. Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly vacancies and Non-
status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly vacancies which 
have a minimum of eighteen (18) hours shall contain a posting date and a 
closing date at least six (6) days after the posting date which shall be 
posted and distributed through normal distribution channels. 
c. Non-status Independent Study/Alternative Education Houdy unit members 
and Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members 
working less than 36 hours who wish to increase their number of teaching 
hours shall file a letter of interest on a District request form submitted to 
the District Human Resources Office. 
(1) All factors being equal, first consideration (not offer of employment) 
will be given to increasing the hours of currently employed 
Non-status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit 
members in filling vacancies. 
(2) Upon request, currently employed Non-status and Status 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members not 
selected may request a conference with the Superintendent and/or 
designee. Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly 
administrator, and a Union representative. The conference will be 
held within five (5) working days of the decision given to the 
Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources and/or designee. 
{3). Both a. ancj b. above also apply to Independent Study/Alternative 
Education Hourly Summer School hiring. 
(4-) ABCFT and District representatives will work jointly to develop 
terminology that is mutually acceptable to delineate the factors 
which would be considered prior to offers of employment, including 
seniority as a tie-break, all other factors being considered first. 
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4. Notification of Assignment 
AH Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members Shall be given 
notice by their immediate supervisors of tentative teaching assignments for the 
next ensuing fall semester prior to the close of the preceding spring semester, AN 
unit members will be given notification of reduction and/or elimination of hours no 
less than one <1) week before such a change takes place, whenever 
administratively practicable* 
5. Sick Leaves 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members shalf be credited 
with one (1) hour of sick leave for every 13 hours of contracted service on an 
unlimited accumulated basis. A separate hourly sick leave bank will be established 
separate and apart from any other bank of days of sick leave to which the unit 
member may be entitled. 
G. Paid Holidays 
a. Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members shall 
be eligible for paid holidays as designated on the certificated calendar if 
they otherwise meet the following conditions: 
{1} The Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit 
member shall be paid for the holiday H the holiday ftlls on a day of 
the week that the unit member is normally scheduled to render 
service. 
7. E*perienca Credit 
Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members who serve 
75 percent or more of the total hours of their assignment in Independent 
Study/Aftemative Education Hourly in a given school year shall be given a year of 
experience credit on the unit members' salary schedule. 
8. Evaluation 
a. The performance evaluation of Status Independent Stydy/Alternative 
Education Hourty unit members shall follow the procedures in Article XV: 
Evaluation Procedures. 
b. All Non-status Independent Study /Alternative Education Hourly instructors 
may be evaluated. 
9. Health and Welfare Benefits 
See Article XI: Health and Welfare Benefits, 
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Independent Studv/Ahemative Education Hourly Substitutes 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Houriy unit members, status/non-status. 
will be called first to be utilized as substitutes within the Independent 
Study/Alternative Education Hourly program based on credentials and experience 
to which they are assigned. Substitute hours shall not count toward achieving 
status, nor increase hours Of status unit members. Unit Members desiring 
substitute hours must submit a request form. Compensation shal* be based on the 
current Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly rate of the unit member 
substituting. 
Duty Dav 
a. The duty day for Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit 
members shall be the number of paid hours assigned, during which time the 
unit member will perform instructional and non-instructional duties related 
to their Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly assignment. The 
following provisions of Article VIII, Duty Day, are not applicable to 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly Unit members: VIII A 1, 
A.3, A.4, A.5, B.3, 8.6, B.6\ B-9, B.10, and B,12, C. The number of duty 
days for Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members shall 
be 162 days. Additional inservice hours will be scheduled on an as needed 
basis. 
b. Insofar as possible, the Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly 
unit members' duty day shall consist of a continuous assignment. Due to 
the unique nature of the Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly 
program, it may be necessary to establish split schedules to meet program 
requirements. Prior to the establishment of a spirt schedule, the responsible 
Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly administrator shall discuss 
alternatives and options with the unit member. Where a split schedule is 
necessary, the following will apply unless the unit member voluntarily 
agrees to the split schedule, with the understanding that a statement signed 
by a unit member does not waive these items: 
{1) A split schedule will not include more than one unpaid period of time 
exclusive of lunch, dinner, or breaks. 
(2) The unpaid period for split schedule will be a minimum of 3-1/2 hours. 
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12. Salary 
a, Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members shall be 
compensated according to the following schedule: 
Step 1 $24.50 
Step 2 24.95 
Step 3 25-20 
Step 5 25.50 
Step 7 25.80 
Step9 26 J 5 
Step 11 26,40 
Step 13 26.65 
b. Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly unit members shall be 
entitled to one step advancement per year for each year of continuous 
service. The year of service must be equivalent to 75 percent of the weeks 
of the adopted certificated calendar for the regular school year. 
13- Retirement 
a. Status Independent Study/Alternative Education Hourly teachers will have 
the same retirement benefits as the efementary and secondary teachers in 
the District. 
b- The District agrees that Status Independent Study/Alternative Education 
Hourly unit members will be eligible to receive the benefits as outlined in 
Board Policy 4117.1(B), Early Retirement Incentive Program. 
ARTICLE XXIV: NEGOTIATION^ PROCEDURES 
A, The Union shall submit its initial proposal for a successor contract to the District no later 
than March, 2000. 
B* The Union and the District shad initiate meetings and negotiation sessions on a successor 
contract no later than May, 2000. 
C. ReguJarly scheduled meetings shall be established on at least a once-a-week basis during 
the negotiations. Additional meetings may be scheduled at the mutual consent of the 
parties. 
D. Attendance at negotiation sessions shall be limited to the members of the Union arid the 
Management Teams. 
E* Consultants, resource persons, and expert witnesses may attend upon timely, advance 
notice and mutual consent of the Chief Negotiator for the Union and the Chief Negotiator 
for the Board of Education. 
F, Advance notice shall be given to the Chief Negotiator for either party in the event there wil l 
be a change of participants for either team. 
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G. Following the close of each negotiation session, the Chief Negotiators for the Board of 
Education and for the Union will develop a tentative agenda for the next meeting. 
H. Each team will designate its Chief Negotiator who shall be responsible for decisions, 
statements, or positions on all items. The Chief Negotiator may designate a member of 
the teem to execute tentative agreements. 
I. Minutes may be kept by either side in any manner, but there shall be no usage of tape 
recorders or other electronic devices, 
J. A maximum of six {6) Union negotiators will be allowed release time for meeting and 
negotiations held during normal working hours. 
K. If agreement is reached on any elements of the package, those elements may be reduced 
to writing and initialed by the Chief Negotiator or designee as "tentative agreement". 
L. Tentative agreement means subject to reaching agreement on all other items and subject 
to editorial and syntactical adjustment in the language. Such agreement shall be changed 
or modified only by mutual agreement. Initialing in no way implies a total contractual 
agreement. 
ARTICLE XXV: REOPENERS 
The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during negotiations leading to this 
contract and further agree to reopen negotiations on any item during the life of the contract only 
by mutual agreement between the two parties. The articles on Salary and Health and Welfare shall 
be reopened no Later than the spring of 1998 and the spring of 1999. 
ARTICLE XXVI: TERM 
A. This Contract shall remain in full force and effect from July 1, 1997 through June 30, 
2000. 
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ARTIClEXXvTI: RATIFICATION 
This Contract is approved and ratified by the Board of Education, ABC Unified School Districi and 
the officers and members of the ABC Federation of Teachers, Local #2317, California Federation 
of Teachers, American Federation of Teachers/AFL-CIO on this 9th day of December, 1997. 
Thomas J . Riley ./Superintended 
ABC Unified School District 
Victor 
Board of bduoation 
ABC Unified sV iod 
$JL& 
Sroom^Vic 
of EdGcatk 
Cecy Gr i * President 
Board u ion 
ABC Unified School Di 
K Puns^t 
Dixie Pfrnosdi, Clerk 
Board of Education 
ABC Unified School District 
)ltfnpia£hen. Member 
Board of Education 
ABC Unified School District 
M^L 
Craig MiCormick, Member 
Board of Education 
ABC Uoffjed School District 
David Montgo 
Board of Ed 
ABC Unified School District 
Marilyn RUJHO, Member 
Board of Education 
ABC Unified School District 
i . Chief Negotiator 
ABC Federation of Teachers 
Negotiating Team 
AL£^. 
K. Rico, President 
ABC Federation of Teachers 
Negotiating Team 
Rebecca Castro 
ABC Federation of Teachers 
iatinoTc 
R6bert Tyler 
ABC Federation o' 
Negotiating Team 
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ADDENDUM A 
A01B.1C 
Policv 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL 
Sexual Harassment 
The Board of Education is committed to ensuring a work environment which is free of sexual 
harassment for all employees. "Hie Board considers sexual harassment to be a major offense 
which can result in disciplinary action or dismissal of the offending employee, 
Any employee or applicant for employment who feels that he/she or another individual in the 
District is being sexually harassed should immediately contact his/her supervisor, principal, other 
district administrator, the Assistant Superintendent-Human Resources, or those designated by the 
Superintendent in order to obtain procedures for reporting a complaint- Complaints Of harassment 
can be filed in accordance with Regulation 4018,1 C, Sexual Harassment Regulations. 
Any supervisor receiving a harassment complaint shall notify the Assistant Superintendent-Human 
Relations or the Superintendent where appropriate, who shall ensure that the complaint is 
appropriately investigated. In no case, shall the employee be required to resolve the complaint 
directly with the offending person. 
The District prohibits retaliatory behavior against any complainant in the complaint process. Each 
complaint of sexual harassment shall be promptly investigated in a way that respects the privacy 
of all parties concerned, 
Legal Reference; Education Code 
200-240 Prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex, especially: 
212.5 Sexual harassment defined 
212.6 Sexual harassment policy 
230 Particular practices prohibited 
Government Code 
12300-12996 Fair Employment and Housing Act 
Labor Code 
1101 Political activities of employees 
1102.1 Discrimination: sexual orientation 
United States codef Title 42 
2000D & 200e et seq. Title Vt & Title VII, Civil Rights Act of 1963 as amended 
2000h-2 et seq. Title IX, 1972 Education ACT Amendments 
Meritor Savings Bank. FSB v. Vinson et aL 
86 Daily Journal D.A.R. 2130 
Policy approved 
by the board: 06/15/93 
Revised: 10/03/95 
Revised: 05/21/96 
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ADDENDUM A 
4018. K (a) 
Regulation 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL 
Sexual Harassment 
Sexual harassment of any employee by other employees or by students, as defined In Board Policy 
401 S.IC, shall not be tolerated by the Board of Education. The District considers such 
harassment to be a major offense which can result in disciplinary action or dismissal. 
Any act of retaliation against a individual who reports a violation of the District's sexual 
harassment policy or who participates in the investigation of a sexual harassment complaint is 
prohibited. 
Sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to . unwelcome sexual advances, requests or 
demands for sexual favors, or other verbal, visuaJ or physical conduct of a sexual nature made by 
someone from or in the work or educational setting when; 
1. Submission to the conduct is made either expressly or by implication, a term or condition 
of any individual's employment. 
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for an 
employment decision affecting the individual. 
3. The conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's work 
performance or of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment or of 
adversely affecting the employee's performance, evaluation, advancement, assigned duties, 
or any other condition Of employment or career development. 
4 . Submission to . or rejection of, the conduct by the individual is used as the basis for any 
decision affecting the individual regarding benefits and services, honors, programs or 
activities available at or through the educational institution. 
Other examples of sexual harassment are: 
1. Unwelcome leering, sexual flirtations or propositions. 
2. Unwelcome sexual slurs, epithets, threats, verbal abuse, derogatory comments or sexually 
degrading descriptions-
3. Graphic verbal comments about an individual's body or overly personal conversation of a 
sexual nature. 
4 . Sexual jokes, stories, drawings, pictures or gestures* 
5. Spreading sexual rumors. 
6. Touching an individual's body or clothes in unwelcome or offensive manner. 
7. Impeding or blocking of normal movements. 
8. Displaying sexually suggestive objects in the educational environment. 
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ADDENDUM A 
4 0 l 8 , l C { b } 
Regulation 
Sexual Harassment (Cont'd,) 
Each principal or supervisor has the responsibility of maintaining a working environment free of 
sexual harassment. This responsibility includes discussing the District's sexual harassment policy 
with employees, assuring them that they are not required to endure sexually insuring, degrading 
or exploitive treatment or any other form of sexual harassment 
A copy of the District's policy in sexual harassment of employees shall: 
1. Be displayed in a prominent location near the office of each school principal, division head, 
and supervisor. 
2. Be provided to all employees, including faculty members, administrative staff, and support 
staff throughout the District, at the beginning of the first semester of the school year, and 
whenever a new employee is hired. 
3. Appear in any school or district publication that sets forth the school or District's 
comprehensive rules, regulations, procedures and standards of conduct. 
To promote an environment for employees which is free of sexual harassment, the principal, 
Division head, or designee shall; 
1. Review with staff on a regular basis {at least annually) the Board policy and regulations 
regarding sexual harassment of employees, 
2. Provide additional staff inservice, as needed, on issues related to sexual harassment of 
employees. ' 
3. Take prompt action to expedite the investigation of each complaint of sexual harassment in 
a way which ensures the privacy of all parties concerned. In no case shall the employee be 
required to resolve the complaint directly with the offending person. 
4. Ensure that employees are instructed that they need not endure any form of sexual 
harassment, and that there are specific procedures for dealing with such behavior. 
5. Provide all employees with the names of individuals to whom they can report an incident of 
alleged sexual harassment. A list of names and telephone extensions will be provided to 
each she at the beginning of each school year or as changes to the list occur. This list will 
be posted in a location that is known to all employees. 
Civil Law Remedies 
Nothing in this policy precludes the complainant from pursuing other civil law remedies, including, 
but not limited to : local private mediation, private or community legal services agencies, 
restraining orders, and/or the filing of complaints with government agencies such as the 
Department of Fair Employment Housing (DFEH), or the Office of Civil Rights. 
The Assistant Superintendent, Human Resources, shall be immediately informed of ali complaints 
concerning sexual harassment of employees and shall assist in the timely investigation and 
resolution of such complaints. The following reporting, investigatory and enforcement procedures 
should be followed: 
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ADDENDUM A 
Sexual Harassment {Cont'd) 4018. lC fc> 
Regulation 
1 . Notify Personnel Services 
2. Get the complaint in writing, 
3. Fully Inform employee accused of harassment. Personnel may assist in conference. 
4. FuUy and effectively investigate the complaint. Conduct the investigation as discretely 
and thoroughly as possible. TTie investigation should take place in such a way which 
ensures privacy of all parties concerned. 
5. Upon completing investigation the results should be reported to both the complaint 
and the accused. 
6. Based on the incident, decision can be made with the assistance of Personnel Services 
to determine if further disciplinary action is necessary. Appropriate action must b e 
taken against the harasser and communicated to the complainant (each incident STLTJ 
be judged according t o it own unique circumstances). 
7. Ensure that steps are taken to prevent any further harassment. 
8. A record of the complaint and the findings shall be placed in a confidential District 
complaint file in the Personnel Office. 
Legal Reference; Education Code 
200 et si Prohibition of discrimination on the basis Of ssx 
212.5 Sexual harassment, defined 
230 Particular practices prohibited, including sexual har&ssment 
Title VU, Civil Rights Act as amended by Title IX, Equal Employment 
Opportunity Act 
Regulation 
approved: 06/15/93 
Revised: 10/17/95 
Revised: 05/07/96 
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ADDENDUM fi 
5141.4 
PoJicy 
STUDENTS 
Child Abuse & Neglect 
Every child has the right to live free of physical, sexual, and emotional abuse. The ABC Board of 
Education and staff are committed to the following actions to protect this right: 
1 . All new employees will receive the District's Handbook on Child Abuse and Neglect. 
2 . AnnuaNy, each department/school site will provide child abuse prevention inservice for all 
employees. 
3. Every employee shall report known or suspected child abuse immediately or as soon as 
practically possible in accordance with the District's reporting procedures. 
4. Age appropriate child abuse prevention education shall be provided as part of the District's 
comprehensive health curriculum* 
A safe environment is conducive to learning and is essential to the heafthy developmem of all 
students. 
Policy adopted 
by the board: 03/03/93 
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5141,4 ia) 
Regulation 
STUDENTS 
Child Abuse & Neglect 
1 . "Child Abuse," as defined by lawH pursuant to Penal Code 273 and 1165- is any act of 
omission or commission that endangers or impairs a child's physical or emotional health and 
development. These acts include: 
a. Physical abuse resulting in a nonaccidental physical injury. 
b. Physical neglect, including both severe and general neglect, resulting in a negligent 
treatment or maltreatment of a child. 
c. Sexual abuse including both sexual assault and sexual exploitation. 
d, Emotional abuse and emotional deprivation including willful cruelty or unjustifiable 
punishment-
s' Severe corporal punishment. 
2- Mandated reporters are those people defined by law as "child care custodians," "medical 
practitioners/ and "nonmedical practitioners" and include virtually all school employees. 
3. "Reasonable suspicion" means that it is objectively reasonable for a person to entertain such 
a suspicion, based upon facts that could cause a reasonable person in a like position, drawing 
when appropriate on his/her training and experience, to suspect child abuse, (Penal Code 
11166) 
Reporting Procedures 
The duty to report chitd abuse is an individual responsibility, and no supervisor or administrator 
shall impede or inhibit such reporting duties* However, internal procedures to facilitate reporting 
and apprise supervisors and other administrators of reports may be established provided they are 
not inconsistent with the provisions of the law. 
The following procedure shall be followed in ABC Unified School District when a teacher or any 
other District employee reports an incident of suspected child abuse, neglect, and/or sexual 
molestation: 
1. The reporting individual shall contact his/her supervisor or designee, 
2 . The teacher will then report the incident to the Los Angeles County Department of Children's 
Services (1-8O0-54O-4QOO) as soon as possible. The Supervisor will assist the reporting staff 
member, if he/she is not able to make the calL 
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ADDENDUM B 
5141.4(b) 
Regulation 
Child Abuse & Neglect (Cont'd.) 
3. If the report involves sexual abuse call Child Welfare and Attendance, Ext. 2104, immediately 
and they will assist the reporter. 
4 . The teacher or Supervisor will then complete the California Department of Justice form. 
Suspected Child Abuse Report (11166PCL and forward it to Child Welfare and Attendance 
immediately. Child Welfare and Attendance will send H to the Department of Children's 
Services within 36 hours. {DO NOT KEEP ANY COPIES,) 
5. Child Welfare and Attendance will send stickers to attach to the student's cumulative record 
or health folder. 
Any employee has the right to file a report with the Superintendent if he/she believes the school 
district has not proceeded appropriately. Wo person making such a report shall be subject to any 
sanction for making the report. Calls may be made directly to the Child Abuse Hotline 
(1-B00/54O-4O00) or to local law enforcement agencies. 
Legal Responsibility and Liability 
1. School employees reporting suspect child abuse are not civilly or criminally liable for filing a 
required report. 
2. Any employee who fails to report an instance of child abuse, which he/she knows to exist or 
reasonably should know to exist, is criminally liable. In addition, the employee may be civilfy 
liable or subject to termination. 
Legaf Reference: California Penal Code 
273a Cruelty to child 
273d Child abuse, trauma 
11166 Child abuse, reporting 
11172 Immunity from liability/failure to report 
Regulation 
approved; 03/03/93 
Revised: 07/18/95 
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ADDENDUM C 
4052 
Policy 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL 
Family Care and Medical Leave 
In accordance with the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 and state and federal law, the 
Governing Board shall grant family care and medical leave to eligible employees, without 
discrimination. 
Legal Reference; Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division 
19 CFH Part 825, FMLA Regulations 
Policy adopted 
by the Board: 12/12/95 
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ADDENDUM C 
4052 la) 
Regulation 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL 
Family Care and Medical Leave 
Eligibility 
Any employee who has completed one {1) year of service with the District arid who has at least 
1,250 hours of service with the District during the previous twelve-month period, shall be eligible 
to take unpaid family care or medical leave under the provisions of this Administrative Regulation. 
For eligibility purposes, lull-time teachers and six hour employees are deemed to meet the 1,250 
hours. 
Family care and medical leave may be used for the following reasons: 
1 . Because of the birth of the employee's child and in order to care for the child. 
2. Because of the placement of a child with the employee for foster care or in connection with 
the employee's adoption of the child. 
3. To care for the employee's child, parent or spouse with a serious health condition. 
4. Because of the employee's own serious health condition that makes the employee unable to 
perform the functions of his/her position. 
Definitions 
For purpose of this Administrative Regulation, "child" means a biological, adopted or foster son 
or daughter, a stepson or stepdaughter, a legal ward or a child of a person standing in loco 
parentis as long as the child is under 18 years of age or an adult dependent child. 
"Parent" means a biological- foster or adoptive parent, a stepparent, a legal guardian, or other 
person who stood in loco parentis to an employee when the employee was a child. 
"Serious health condition" means an illness, injury, impairment or physical or mental condition that 
involves either: Inpatient care in a hospital, hospice, or residential health care facility; or 
continuing treatment or continuing supervision by a health care provider. 
Duration of Leave 
Family care and.medical leave shall not exceed 12 work weeks during any 12 month period. The 
12 month period for calculating leave entitlement shall commence on the date the employee's first 
family care or medical leave begins. The 12 weeks of family care and medical leave to which an ' 
employee is entitled under state law shall run concurrently with the 12 weeks of family care and 
medical leave to which an employee Is entitled under federal law, except for any leave taken under 
federal Law for disability on accent of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions. 
Leave taken for a birth, or placement for adoption or foster care, must be concluded within one 
year of the birth or placement. 
Terms of Leave 
During the period of family care or medical leave, the employee shall use his/her accrued vacation 
leave, other accrued time off, or any other paid or unpaid time off negotiated with the District, 
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ADDENDUM C 
4052 (b) 
Regulation 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL (Continued) 
Family Care and Medical Leave 
If an employee takes a leave because of the employee's own serious health condition, the 
employee shaN substitute accrued sick leave and/or differential leave during the period of leave 
taken pursuant to this Administrative Regulation, 
In certain cases, this leave may be taken on an intermittent basis rather than all at once, or the 
employee may work a part-time schedule. 
Maintenance of .Benefits 
During the period o i family care of medical leave, the employee shall continue to be entitled to 
participate in the District's health plan and the District shall continue t o pay hearm care premiums 
under such plan on the same terms as If the employee had continued to work during the period 
of the leave. Any premium payments required to be made by the employee must be paid at the 
same time as they would have been due by payroll deduction. 
The District may recover health insurance premiums paid on behalf of the employee during the 
period of the family care or medical leave, if both of the following conditions occur: The employee 
fails to return from leave after the period of leave to which the employee is entitled has expired 
and the employee's failure to return from leave is for a reason other than the continuation, 
recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition that entitles the employee leave under state or 
federal law or other circumstances beyond the control of the employee. 
Advance Notice of Leave 
The employee shall give the District at least 30 days' advance written notice of his /her need for 
family care or medical leave. If the employee learns of the need for family care or medical leave 
fewer than 30 days in advance, he/she shall provide such notice as soon as practicable. 
If leave is needed for a planned medicat treatment or supervision, the employee shall make a 
reasonable effort to schedule the treatment or supervision to avoid disruption of District 
operations. If leave is taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule, the District may 
temporarily transfer the employee as permitted by law. 
Certifications 
An employee request or leave because of a serious health condition of the employee or to cdre for 
a child, spouse or parent who has a serious health condition shall be supported by a certification 
from the health care provider of the person requiring care. This certification shall include: 
1 • The date, if known, on which the serious health condition began; and 
2, The probable duration of the condition. 
In addition, if the request for leave is to care for a family member, the certification shell include 
an estimate of the amount of time the employee needs to care for the person requiring care and 
a statement that the serious health conditron warrants the participation of a family member to 
provide care during the period of the leave- If the request for leave is based on the employee's 
own serious health condition, the certification shall include a statement that, due to the serious 
health condition, the employee is unable to perform the functions of his/her position. 
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4052 (c) 
Regulation 
PERSONNEL - ALL PERSONNEL {Continued) 
Family Care and Medical Leave 
If the employee is requesting leeve for intermittent treatment or leave on a reduced leave schedule 
for planned medical treatment, the certification must also state the medical necessity for the leave, 
the dates on which treatment is expected to be given, the duration of the treatment and the 
expected duration of the leave. 
In any case in which the District has reason to doubt the validity of any certification provided to 
support an employee's request to take Leave because of the employee's own serious health 
condition, the District may require the opinion of a second and third health care provider consistent 
w i th state and federal law. 
Reinstaiernen^Non-Discrirnioaiion 
Upon granting the employee's request for family care or medical leave, the District shall guarantee 
to reinstate the employee in the same or a comparable position when the leave ends to the extent 
required by law. The leave shall not constitute a break in service for purposes of longevity or 
seniority. 
Notifications 
In accordance with law, the District shall notify employees of their right to request family and 
medical leave, 
Legal Reference: Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division 
19 CFR Part 825, FMLA Regulations 
Regulation 
approved: 01/02/96 
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ABC UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
* 
The ABC Unified School District and ABC Federation of Teachers, Local #2317, 
California Federation of Teachers. American Federation ofTeachers/AFL-CIO has 
reached the following tentative agreement: 
-
1.. Increase the following Salary Schedules by 3% effective July 1, 1999: 
Certificated Members Salary Schedule 
Adult School Salary Schedule 
Children's Center Permit Schedule. 
2. There will be no changes in stipends or hourly rates. 
3. Effective June 1, 2000. the median of the Certificated Teachers' Salary Schedule 
will be at the average of all the medians of the unified school districts in LA 
County based upon the April 2000, LA County District Salary Survey, 
4- Effective June 1, 2000, the median of the Adult School, and Child Center Permit 
Schedules will be adjusted to the average of all the medians of like programs 
within the County, not to exceed the percentage given to teacher* on the 
Certificated Teachers' Salary Schedule. If these schedules are above the County 
average of all the medians they will not be reduced. 
Extend term of current ABCFT MASTER Contract through June 30,. 2001 with 
reopeners for 2OOO-2001 pursuant to current contract language. 
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